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After an extended hiatus forced
upon us by the coronavirus, the
Chiefs are getting ready to hit
the links at Cog Hill. It may be
a bit different this year due to
the necessary COVID restrictions,
but I know that I’m thankful
that we are not being forced to
cancel the biggest event of our
year, and am looking forward to
getting out and seeing all of the
Chiefs on the golf course. Many
thanks are owed to those who
worked especially hard this year
to pull things together with all
of the unknowns and uncertainties that we face this year. We’re
grateful for all of the hard work put in by the committee, especially
event organizers Kevin Kenzinger, Brendan Winters, Ken Botta, John
Hickey, Alex Boerner, and Jan Klos over at Fanning Communications.
And we’re also overwhelmed by the enthusiastic response we’ve had
from both Active and Associate members in the runup to this year’s
event.
We’ve also had an incredible response to the Zoom meetings that
have taken place in the last couple of months, hosted by Global Water
Technology, Midway Building Services and Spartan Chemical. We’ve had
more than 300 people sign up, with more than 150 in attendance. This is
encouraging to me, as we pursue our initiative toward continued education of our membership.
Our next Zoom meeting will take place in October, when representatives from People’s Gas/North Shore Gas will discuss the topic, “Energy
Efficiency Program Opportunities.” This promises to be an enlightening
presentation from which we can all benefit, so I hope to see as many
of you on the call as possible. Registration should be available on the
website at chiefengineer.org by the time you read this. I look forward to
a robust discussion and I hope that you do, as well.
At this time, we still do not know when regular meetings will resume,
so I would like to invite our Associate member organizations to consider
hosting a Zoom meeting at which you can inform the membership of industry advances, innovations and initiatives that our membership needs
to know about. As long as we are unable to hold our usual meetings,
we should all try to make the most of the time and the memberships we
have, and to elevate the level of knowledge we have about our profession. Anyone interested in hosting a Zoom meeting or similar Web-based
event can get in touch with Alex Boerner at AlexB@chiefengineer.org.
Let’s all stay safe, stay informed and stay involved. See you at Cog Hill!

Thomas Phillips
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In Brief

Invenergy to Expand Available Wind Power
in Missouri, Kansas
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) — A company planning a
high-voltage power line carrying wind energy across the
Midwest says it will distribute more of the electricity in
Missouri and Kansas after running into regulatory delays in
Illinois.
Invenergy Transmission recently said that it plans to increase
its delivery capacity in Missouri and Kansas to as much as
2,500 megawatts, which is nearly two-thirds of its planned
total capacity of 4,000 megawatts. The company had previously announced only that 500 megawatts of power would
go to Missouri.
The planned Grain Belt Express transmission line would
stretch 780 miles (1,255 kilometers) from the wind-whipped
plains of Kansas across Missouri and Illinois before hooking
into an electric grid in Indiana that serves the eastern U.S.
After previously being rejected in Missouri, the project won
regulatory approval in both Missouri and Kansas in 2019.
The transmission line still needs regulatory approval in Illinois, where a court overturned the state’s previous approval.

Environmental Groups Challenge Ohio Gas
Storage Permits
CLEVELAND (AP) — Environmental groups have asked an
Ohio appeals court to revoke drilling permits granted by a
state agency for construction of massive underground salt
caverns to store natural gas liquids along the Ohio River,
according to a lawsuit.
The complaint filed Aug. 20 with the 10th District Court
of Appeals in Columbus accuses the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources of not following its own rules by failing to
require public notice of company drilling applications, create
draft copies of the permits or allow for a public comment
period before granting permits July 20.
The lawsuit asks the appeals court to order ODNR to restart
the application process and follow its rules.
ODNR spokesperson Stephanie O’Grady said the department
does not comment on pending litigation.

Nuclear Agency’s New Facility to Be Named
After 1st Leader
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — The federal agency that oversees the nation’s nuclear weapons cache and key deterrence
initiatives around the globe will name its new facility in
Albuquerque after a retired Air Force general who was the
agency’s first administrator.

6
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The facility now under construction will be named after Gen.
John A Gordon, who died April 19, the National Nuclear Security Administration’s current leader announced Aug. 21.
NNSA Administrator Lisa E. Gordon-Hagerty, who is also the
Department of Energy’s undersecretary for national security,
said the agency continues to build upon the “strong foundation” that Gordon left after serving as the first administrator
from 2000 to mid 2002.
The NNSA’s new facility is being built on the southern edge
of Albuquerque. It’s scheduled to be occupied in late 2021 by
1,200 NNSA staff members currently working in 25 separate
buildings and facilities, some of which were constructed in
the 1940s.
After leaving NNSA, Gordon’s final federal leadership position was as President George W. Bush’s Homeland Security
adviser.

Sewer Tunnel Project in Fort Wayne Reaches
Halfway Point
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) — A massive machine that’s digging
a sewer tunnel beneath Fort Wayne has reached the halfway
point in the project that’s designed to capture sewage and
precipitation runoff.
The machine, known as MamaJo, had carved its way through
2.5 miles (4 kilometers) of bedrock by Aug. 20, putting it
halfway along its 5-mile-long (8-kilometer-long) route, the
city’s utilities department said.
Once the $188 million tunnel is completed, it will be 20 feet
(6.1 meters) in diameter and more than 200 feet (61 meters)
beneath the northeastern Indiana city.
The tunnel will hold a billion gallons of combined sewage
and runoff from rain and snowfall to prevent that waste
from flowing into the city’s rivers, The Journal Gazette reported.
The material excavated during its construction is being
recycled and used for other projects throughout the city. The
tunnel is the largest public works project ever undertaken in
Fort Wayne, Indiana’s second-largest city.

Wind Projects Sign Leases to Stage at New
Bedford Facility
NEW BEDFORD, Mass. (AP) — Two offshore wind farm
projects have signed leases to use the New Bedford Marine
Commerce Terminal as the primary staging and deployment
base for construction and installation, state officials said.
The lease agreements with Vineyard Wind and Mayflower
Wind commit the facility to full-time offshore wind work

from 2023 into 2027 and are worth more than $32.5 million,
according to state officials.

Fond du Lac Fire Chief Peter O’Leary said the leak apparently
came from a forklift used in the warehouse.

“With this announcement, the Commonwealth continues
its national leadership on clean energy and ensures Massachusetts workers will benefit from the jobs and economic
opportunities provided by this new industry,” Gov. Charlie
Baker said in a statement.

New Indiana State Police Aviation Base Now
in Operation

Both projects will be located in federal waters south of Martha’s Vineyard.
Combined, they have been selected to provide a total of
1,600 megawatts of renewable offshore wind power to Massachusetts. They are expected to generate hundreds of jobs
and a total economic impact in Massachusetts of between
$1.4 billion to $2.1 billion.

Indiana Utility Begins Delayed Construction
of Solar Farm
GRANGER, Ind. (AP) — An Indiana utility company has begun
construction on what will become its largest solar facility.

GREENWOOD, Ind. (AP) — A new Indiana State Police
aviation base at a suburban Indianapolis airport is now in
operation.
The agency began using the new hangar and office space
at the Indy South Greenwood Airport this past week for its
aviation fleet and special operations unit.
The hangar will house state police helicopters and airplanes
and replaces a temporary location at the airport that the
agency began using last year after its lease expired at the
Indianapolis Regional Airport near Mount Comfort just east
of Indianapolis, the (Franklin) Daily Journal reported.
State police Col. Mark French said the Greenwood airport
was picked because it was close to Indianapolis and allowed
room for growth.

Indiana & Michigan Power had said work would begin this
past spring with operations starting in the fall following the
state’s approval of the project in March. But the company recently announced that construction would not be completed
until the spring, South Bend Tribune reported.

The city of Greenwood paid for construction of the $2.5 million hangar, which state police will lease for $5,000 a month.
About a dozen officers working for the aviation fleet and
special operations are based at the hangar.

I&M spokesman Brian Bergsma could not point to one reason
for the delay in construction.

Some Michigan Schools Get Federal Cash for
Propane Buses

“There’s a lot of factors that go into any construction project,” Bergsma said. “I don’t think there is one issue that we
could say, here’s the reason.”

ALLENDALE, Mich. (AP) — School districts in western Michigan will be replacing old diesel buses with cleaner vehicles.

The Fort Wayne-based company has said the facility will
attract new businesses looking for renewable energy options
to the Granger area, which is just northeast of South Bend.

Three districts and a private school have been awarded
$450,000 in federal grants to make the switch, said the state
Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy.

Carbon Monoxide Leak Sickens Fond du Lac
Warehouse Workers

“Diesel emissions from older buses are not only immediately
harmful to Michigan’s children, but they contribute to longterm damage to the environment and climate,” department
official Robert Jackson said.

FOND DU LAC, Wis. (AP) — Fire officials in Fond du Lac say a
carbon monoxide leak recently sickened workers at a Quality
Packaging warehouse.
Crews were sent on a report of a possible carbon monoxide
leak and workers feeling ill. Fire crews began to treat several
workers. Alliant Energy also was at the scene and along with
fire crews detected elevated levels of carbon monoxide in
the warehouse.
The building was evacuated and ventilated. Some workers
refused medical attention, but eight patients were taken to
hospitals in Fond du Lac and Waupun.

“The new buses will reduce exposure to harmful exhaust
fumes and airborne particles while students are riding or
getting on and off buses, and in school where exhaust can
be drawn into buildings where students spend most of their
days,” Jackson said.
Hamilton, Allendale and Allendale Christian School are getting propane buses. Saugatuck is replacing an old diesel bus
with a cleaner diesel bus.
Information about the bus program is available online, the
state agency said. Separately, the state last year said seven
school districts would be receiving electric buses.
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News

3 Years After Harvey, Some in Houston
Still Waiting for Help
By Juan A. Lozano | Associated Press

HOUSTON (AP) — Some Houston residents say they endured
difficult, often hazardous living conditions while waiting
months, even years for help from the city to fix flood-damaged homes after Hurricane Harvey.

The land office said the city was unprepared to run the program and rejected help.
“The city of Houston’s lack of progress is unacceptable,” said
GLO spokesperson Brittany Eck.

Sleeping in a closet because it was the only space that didn’t
reek of mold. Dealing with rodents and roaches that would
come in through warped or rotted flooring. Couch surfing at
67 years old until patchwork repairs made a home temporarily habitable.

The city sued the GLO to stop it from taking over the funding. The GLO also began its own repair program in Houston,
adding to residents’ confusion.

Those were just some of the things people dealt with as they
waited for help they say never came, despite submitting —
and resubmitting — paperwork.

“The government is bickering over funding as far as who
it belongs to, but it really belongs to the residents and the
residents are still here waiting with hands empty,” said Julia
Orduna, with Texas Housers, a nonprofit that works on housing issues.

Three years after Harvey, some Houston residents feel angry
and abandoned as their repair efforts were bogged down by
a city program they described as slow and bureaucratic. The
program has finished rebuilding less than 70 homes since it
started January 2019.
Some residents, like 70-year-old Doris Brown, turned to
nonprofits and the state. They also formed a group — the
Harvey Forgotten Survivors Caucus — to bring attention to
their plight.
“We have a right to be angry. We past angry now. We mad
as hell,” said Brown, whose home had to be rebuilt because
of mold.
City officials admit the repair program’s progress has been
slow but blame this partly on the Texas General Land Office,
or GLO, which oversees the funding. The city accused the
land office of providing muddled guidance, resulting in
rejection of homeowners’ applications.
“The state GLO has not been a good partner with us,” said
Mayor Sylvester Turner.
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Harvey dumped up to 50 inches (1.3 meters) of rain in the
Houston area after making landfall on Aug. 25, 2017. It
killed 68 people and caused about $125 billion in damage in
Texas.
The city received nearly $1.3 billion in federal funding to repair and rebuild homes, provide rental assistance and create
new affordable housing. A third of the funding — nearly
$428 million — went to a program for home repair and
reconstruction.
As of the end of July, the program had fixed 68 homes and
reimbursed 73 people who did their own repairs. The land
office had fixed nearly 1,800 homes across Texas as of Aug.
13.
In the Houston area, Harvey flooded more than 150,000
homes, with more than 16,000 residents identified as potentially needing repair help.
About 50 percent of Houston households impacted by Harvey were low- and moderate-income, according to the city.

Houston resident Lawrence Hester stands with his grandson Friday, Jan. 31, 2020, as he discussed the repairs taking place at his home to fix damage from
Hurricane Harvey in 2017. Hester said he was unable to get help from a city program created to fix homes damaged during Harvey and had to endure
hazardous living conditions for more than two years. He turned to a local nonprofit to fix his home. The city program has finished rebuilding less than 70
homes since beginning in January 2019. (AP Photo/Juan Lozano)

Community advocates say many damaged homes were in
Black and Latino neighborhoods that have lacked economic
investment and proper infrastructure to keep them from
flooding.
“They’re still in the double digits of homes repaired. No matter how you slice it, that’s a failure,” said Ben Hirsch, with
West Street Recovery, a local nonprofit that rebuilt Brown’s
home and that of 59-year-old Lawrence Hester.
For nearly 2 ½ years after Harvey, Hester lived with three
relatives in a home that became overrun by black mold,
rodents, roaches and sometimes snakes. He used buckets
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bought at a dollar store to collect water leaking from the
Harvey-damaged roof.
“Living in those conditions for so long, I felt like it was normal,” Hester said.
Hester’s home has mostly been rebuilt with a few minor
repairs on hold because West Street Recovery stopped construction due to the coronavirus pandemic. The pandemic
also forced the Harvey Forgotten Survivors Caucus to move
its advocacy efforts online.
Unable to get help from the city, Lloyd Nelms, 41, accepted
an offer from the GLO. Every morning during the 17-day
construction process, Nelms traveled from his hotel to watch
and reassure himself it wasn’t a dream. On June 2, he got
the keys to his rebuilt home.
“I lost hope in the city, but I didn’t lose hope in God,” said
Nelms.
Houston officials say critics are focusing only on the number
of finished home repairs and ignoring their other projects,
including developing over 3,500 new affordable rental
homes and so far helping 136 families through a homebuyer
assistance program.
Tom McCasland, director of Houston’s Housing and Community Development Department, which runs the repair
program, declined an interview request, citing the lawsuit.
In a statement, he said his agency’s focus remains on helping
residents recover.
Residents and advocates say while the GLO has been more
responsive than the city, they still have concerns. The biggest
one is a rule limiting the number of bedrooms in a rebuilt
home. The GLO says this allows more homes to be fixed.
Brown said she and the caucus will continue pushing for
change in how disaster victims get help. She’s been inspired
in part by recent protests for racial justice.

JANITORIAL | CONSTRUCTION

“We are resilient people,” Brown said. “We’re going to
continue to fight and we’re not going to quit because this is
our right.”
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Atlas Molded Products’ Geofoam
Supports Creative Urban Greenspaces
ATLANTA (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — As populations increase,
cities are recognizing the importance of open spaces and
nature to enhance the quality of urban living. Laura Solano,
a landscape architect and principal at Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates (MVVA), is a recognized expert in solving
complex landscape challenges in urban contexts through
innovative approaches to stormwater management, sustainable soils, plants and landscape materials. Among materials,
Solano has high praise for molded polystyrene geofoam,
often incorporated as a lightweight fill beneath landscapes.
Molded polystyrene is a cellular plastic material used to
produce incredibly strong geofoam blocks, which are easily
moved by hand and carved, sculpted, or stacked to create
dynamic landforms in tight spaces. Atlas Molded Products,
one of North America’s largest manufacturers of molded
polystyrene, strives to be an asset to designers and an ally to
builders.
“MVVA has been working with geofoam for 25 years,” says
Solano. “Topography is essential to crafting a landscape
that intuitively guides the user. Geofoam creates undulation
in landforms built over structures without adding much
weight.”
At One Bennett Park, a residential high-rise in Chicago,
Geofoam helped create a two-acre landscape on top of a below-grade parking structure. With the topography planned
to rise as much as 24 feet, designers needed a lightweight fill
that could be contoured but would not exceed the limited
loading capacity of the existing garage.
“A flat landscape doesn’t inspire; our work is sculptural with
lots of topography,” continues Solano. “The configurations
we design can be tricky. We do grading plans, lots of studies,
and often build models before we are satisfied.”
“The Geofoam manufacturer is almost always involved in the
shop drawings,” says Solano. Atlas helps designers specify
products and understand critical details such as: how joints
are handled; how many gripper plates are needed; and how
the foam needs to be cut and carved. For One Bennett Park,
Atlas’ helped define a purchase order that included GeoFoam in two different densities, and pre-packaged pieces
into area-by-area bundles for easier configuration and
installation. During construction, Atlas helped contractors to
understand the assembly process and details.
“Collaboration is essential to success, including leveraging
the expertise of manufacturers like Atlas Molded Products,”
finishes Solano. “Without geofoam, many of our designs on
rooftops and over unstable soil conditions wouldn’t be possible. Geofoam is a very hard-working product that is simple to
use with a little practice. It’s well worth the cost.”
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Molded Polystyrene Geofoam is a versatile solution to structural loading and
thermal insulation challenges in commercial construction.

17 Haas Door 700 Series Steel Doors
Installed at Brooklawn Country Club
WAUSEON, OHIO — During the past 125 years, the
Brooklawn Country Club has developed into a premier golf
and tennis location in Fairfield, Conn. Due to the growing
popularity of the club, a new 17-bay maintenance facility
was constructed in 2019. And, closing each bay is a Haas
Door Insulated 700 Series steel garage door.

Reliable Steel Garage Doors
As Brooklawn Country Club has expanded over the years,
so has its need for storage space. One of the earliest members of the United States Golf Association back in 1896,
Brooklawn boasts an 18-hole golf course, seven-court tennis
center and a swimming/recreational complex. The expansive new maintenance facility was constructed to hold golf
course and grounds equipment.
“The Model 710 insulated steel garage doors we installed in
the new building will serve as a reliable long-term solution for Brooklawn,” says Charlie Paoli, vice president of

Efficient
Condensate
Collection
CONDENSATE RETURN UNITS
• Simplex and Duplex standard
units available
• Stainless steel pump(s) and
tank as standard
• NEMA rated control panels
• Custom units available for any
application requirements
• Stainless Steel washdown
units available (for food and
pharmaceutical manufacturing
applications)

Closing each of the 17 bays at the maintenance facility at the Brooklawn
Country Club is a Haas Door Insulated 700 Series steel garage door.

Crawford Overhead Doors out of Stratford, Conn. “We’ve
installed Haas Door products for 20 years. We actually work
on 50 to 75 projects a year with Haas Door garage doors.
They’re always dependable, durable and stylish.
“The Brookhaven facility garage doors were selected in a
charcoal color. They have glass in the panels three-quarters
of the way up on each garage door to bring light into the
structure. These doors also feature extruded end caps along
with tongue-and-groove section joints.”

Up to the Test
The 1 ¾-inch thick CFC-free polyurethane in the Model 710
garage doors helps the country club save on energy. With
a 16.18 calculated R-Value, the 26-gauge galvanized steel
doors include a full thermal break.
The stylish steel doors feature a flush wood grain embossment outside with a V-groove pattern wood grain embossment inside. Built to last, the Haas Door garage doors will be
put to the test each day at the country club.
“The maintenance facility sees lots of traffic on a daily basis,”
says Paoli. “There’s always someone bringing equipment in
and out. We’re confident that the Haas garage doors will
stand up to the rigors of use over time while retaining their
good looks.”
Haas Door is located in Wauseon, Ohio, where the company
manufactures steel and aluminum residential and commercial garage doors. The family-owned company holds memberships in IDA and DASMA, and produces products that are
sold throughout North America. For more information on
Haas Door, visit www.HaasDoor.com.

815-886-9200 • metropolitanind.com
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Facebook Stirs Anger, Abandons Drilling
Gear on Oregon Coast
By Andrew Selsky | Associated Press

TIERRA DEL MAR, Ore. (AP) — Facebook’s effort to build a
landing site in a village on the Oregon coast for a fiber optic
cable linking Asia and North America has run into serious
trouble.
First, a drill pipe snapped under the seabed. Workers left
1,100 feet of pipe, 6,500 gallons of drilling fluid, a drill tip
and other materials under the seabed as they closed down
the site, aiming to try again next year.

Tierra del Mar, 65 miles (105 kilometers) southwest of
Portland, is home to a mix of professionals and retirees who
share a love of the unspoiled beach that is fringed with
coastal fir trees and the deer, eagles and other birds that
inhabit the area.

And then the Facebook subsidiary waited seven weeks before telling state officials about the abandoned equipment,
according to the Oregon Department of State Lands.

Facebook representatives had said Tierra del Mar was one
of the few places on the U.S. West Coast suitable for the
ultra-high-speed cable. It is to link multiple U.S. locations,
including Facebook’s huge data center in the central Oregon
town of Prineville, with Japan and the Philippines, and help
meet an increasing demand for internet services worldwide,
the company says.

Homeowners in Tierra del Mar, which has around 200 houses,
no stoplights or cellphone service, had opposed the project
from the start, pointing out that it’s zoned residential and
that having a cable landing site threatened the character of
their community and could invite similar projects.

Construction of the cable landing site was supposed to have
been done in just a few weeks and completed by the end of
April. Instead, the drilling will resume again in January — as
long as the state doesn’t revoke the permit. Neighbors said
the drilling was noisy.

Now they are furious, and political leaders are too.

Meanwhile, a lot the size of 10 tennis courts has been
stripped of its trees, grasses and other vegetation and is now
covered with gravel and concrete.
“It’s basically a parking lot,” Jeff Bryner, whose house is next
door, said as he looked at the property.
The wide, sandy beach seems undisturbed. But under the
seabed close to shore sits the drilling equipment, abandoned
by a Facebook subsidiary, Edge Cable Holdings.
Lynnae Ruttledge, a retiree with a vacation home in Tierra
del Mar, was one of the community organizers opposing the
cable landing site.
“They left and didn’t disclose to anyone that they left drilling
equipment that is now underneath our seabed. And there is
no determination that that’s wrong, that that’s environmentally unsound,” Ruttledge said as she spoke on the weathered deck of her home.
Ruttledge and her husband, Ed, said they believe state agencies also share the blame, for being lax in vetting the project
and in following up on the drilling accident.
The Department of State Lands has left it up to Edge Cable
Holdings to provide an analysis of potential health, safety,
and environmental impacts because of the presence of the
abandoned equipment.
“It’s a travesty to me that they are allowing the perpetrator
of the crime to tell people, ‘Oh, this is what the impact is
going to be,’ “ Ruttledge said.
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People walk on the beach near the Facebook cable landing site at Tierra del Mar, Ore., Monday, Aug. 17, 2020. Facebook’s effort to build a landing site in
a village on the Oregon coast for a fiber optic cable linking Asia and North America has run into serious trouble. Tierra del Mar, 65 miles (105 kilometers)
southwest of Portland, is home to a mix of professionals and retirees who share a love of the unspoiled beach that is fringed with coastal fir trees and the
deer, eagles and other birds that inhabit the area. (AP Photo/Andrew Selsky)

Department of State Lands spokeswoman Ali Hansen said
the analysis will be reviewed by department staff and independent experts as necessary.

cooperative neighbor,” Gomberg said.

Political leaders say Facebook is wearing out its welcome.

In January 2016, Brown encouraged the Pacific Telecommunications Conference, which was holding its annual meeting
in Hawaii, to consider Oregon as a cable landing site on the
West Coast of North America.

State Rep. David Gomberg, a Democrat whose district
includes Tierra del Mar, said he was initially neutral on the
project and just wanted to ensure that, as it was going
through the approval process, locals could pose questions to
Facebook. Now he is critical of how the project has dragged
on and of the delay in notifying state authorities that equipment was abandoned after the April 28 drilling mishap.
“Facebook has not proven themselves to be a friendly or

Gov. Kate Brown is not happy either.

But now Brown’s spokesman says the conduct of Facebook
and its subsidiaries in Tierra del Mar is “unacceptable.”
“We expect state agencies will hold them accountable to the
fullest extent allowed by Oregon law. This incident will also
be weighed heavily in future permitting requests,” spokesman Charles Boyle said. “Oregon’s coasts and seafloor are
not Mark Zuckerberg’s dumping ground.”
Facebook spokeswoman Monica Wik said an “environmental assessment” determined that it was better to leave the
bore pipe 50 feet under the seafloor and that no negative
environmental harm would result. She added that a retrieval
attempt “is not an environmentally prudent option.”
The company intends to complete the cable landing site
between January and April and will continue to follow the
guidance of all relevant government agencies, Wik said by
email.
The Oregon Department of State Lands has told Edge Cable
Holdings that it must reach an agreement with the state on
damages to be paid. Furthermore, within six months it must
either remove the abandoned equipment — which is there
illegally — without damaging the environment, or obtain an
encroachment easement from the state that would allow the
equipment to remain.
Failure to comply could result in termination of the easement
agreement allowing the cable to be in the territorial sea of
Oregon, Hansen said.
On Aug. 20, the state Land Use Board of Appeals rejected
a petition, filed before the drilling accident, that sought
to reverse approval by a county commission of turning the
lot into a cable landing site. The panel noted the county
commission had “found that there will be no lasting impacts
after construction is completed because the subject property
will essentially be a vacant, vegetated lot.”
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$400 Million Hydro Plant Ready to
Produce Power at Red Rock
By Kim Norvell | Des Moines Register
PELLA, Iowa (AP) — A massive $400 million hydroelectric
plant is nearly ready to produce clean, renewable energy for
Pella and other communities across Iowa and the Midwest.
The Red Rock Hydroelectric Project will tap into water from
the Des Moines River to produce enough energy to turn on
lights, air conditioning and other electricity needs for 18,000
homes. It’s located at the base of the Red Rock Dam, a U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers flood-control structure that has
been in place since 1969.
Once operational later this year, the plant, built and operated by Missouri River Energy Services, will be the second-largest hydropower generating facility in Iowa, and just one of
2,400 in the United States. The Keokuk Renewable Energy
Center, which draws from the Mississippi River, has been in
operation since 1913.
“It’s an asset that has a 90- to 100-year lifespan, so it’s a
really good investment at the end of the day,” Vern Cochran,
Red Rock Hydroelectric plant supervisor, told the Des Moines
Register.
The powerhouse will draw water at rates of 1,200 to 5,100
cubic feet per second, depending on river levels, from the
Des Moines River by intakes drilled through the dam. The
water is channeled into a 16-foot-wide turbine and generator that converts it into electricity, before spitting the water
back out into the Des Moines River.
Electricity that is not used to power the plant is then transferred to a Pella substation. The Red Rock Hydroelectric
Project can produce up to 178,000 megawatt-hours of electricity annually, which will be used to power homes in Pella.
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It can also be purchased wholesale by Missouri River Energy
Services’ 61 utility partners, including 18 utilities in Iowa.
Hydropower is a renewable energy source that produces no
emissions or greenhouse gases, according to the Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. The process uses
flowing water, which is captured and turned into electricity
before it’s released back into the original source.
“It’s a big part of our renewable energy mix here in Iowa,”
said Lt. Gov. Adam Gregg on a tour of the facility Friday.
“Iowa is already a leader in renewable energy, whether
that’s wind, I believe we’re generally No. 2 in the country,
we lead the way in ethanol, we lead the way in biodiesel.
And this gives us an opportunity to start leading the way in
hydroelectric as well.”
According to the National Hydropower Association, hydropower is the most “available, reliable, affordable and
sustainable energy source” in the nation. It accounts for 38
percent of all renewable energy generation in the United
States, with room to grow, according to the association.
Construction on the plant started six years ago, with about
a year’s delay due to high water. More than 30 permits had
to be secured, including from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Iowa Department of Natural Resources and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The corps still owns and
maintains the Red Rock Dam for flood control, so it will dictate how much water can be used by the powerhouse daily,
Cochran said.
“It’s a significant amount of work and effort that’s gone into
it,” he said.

The Red Rock Hydroelectric Project, once it becomes operational later this year, will be the second-largest hydroelectric plant in Iowa, producing enough
energy to furnish electricity 18,000 homes. (Photo: Missouri River Energy Services)

The plant’s construction brought in about 1,400 workers,
though just two employees will work in the plant when it’s
online. They will be on call 24/7 and be required to respond
to the plant in 30 minutes should there be a problem.
Employees at Missouri River Energy Services will also help
operate the plant from its headquarters in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.

restrooms and water fountains near the project site.
It also expanded the Volksweg Bike Trail and added walking
trails along the banks of the Des Moines River.

It should be operational later this year after more testing is
completed, Cochran said.
In addition to the plant, Missouri River Energy Services constructed picnic shelters, a playground, fish cleaning station,
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Minnesota Power Aims to Test
Heavy-Duty Electric Mine Trucks
By Frank Jossi of Energy News Network
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — They may not go from zero to 60 in
less than three seconds like a Tesla, but enormous electric
trucks are generating excitement on northern Minnesota’s
Iron Range.
Utility Minnesota Power has proposed a pilot project to state
regulators in which it would help the region’s iron and taconite mines acquire heavy-duty electric vehicles to help shrink
their carbon footprint.
Frank Frederickson, vice president of customer experience,
said the utility has been collaborating with mine customers
on the idea. The trucks are manufactured by Caterpillar and
Japanese firm Komatsu, along with a handful of other companies. They operate either using a mix of electric and diesel-based energy or use a trolley system. The trolley approach
allows the trucks to rely more on electricity but requires the
installation of more infrastructure at the mine.
Several mines around the world have electric trucks operating but few are located in the United States.
Studies suggest the heavy-duty trucks modestly reduce
carbon emissions from mining. Sales information for the
Caterpillar model the 795F AC claims a trolley system leads
to a 90 percent reduction in diesel use. A pilot using electric
Komatsu mine trucks in Finland showed as much as a 15 percent reduction in greenhouse gases. But those numbers could
grow as electric trucks replace diesel-powered vehicles.
Switching heavy machinery from internal combustion engines to electric battery vehicles has presented enormous
barriers. Just a handful of transit buses and one school bus
operate on electric batteries in Minnesota. If an enormous,
20-foot-tall mining truck can be electrified, though, other
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products that have long relied on gas could eventually transition to electricity, too.
Anjali Bains, a senior policy associate with Fresh Energy, a St.
Paul nonprofit that also publishes the Energy News Network,
said heavy machinery and equipment represent the next
frontier.
“It’s a delight to see that this work is marching on in other
parts of the economy, as the public discourse has mainly been
around passenger vehicles,” Bains said. “I’ve been pleasantly
surprised to see heavy industry electrify for reasons of cost
savings, lower battery prices and health considerations due
to emissions.”
A McKinsey & Co. report found large potential for battery
electric vehicles in the heavy equipment market and greater
investment in the nascent market. The total cost of ownership for heavy electrified vehicles is 21 percent less than a
vehicle running on an internal combustion engine for some
equipment types and their performance “is superior in several aspects, including better maneuverability and drivability,
with instant torque and independent wheel control, and
significant synergy potential with automation and connectivity.”
Electric mine trucks could also take advantage of Minnesota
Power’s growing portfolio of renewable energy sources that
next will soon generate half its electricity. “We’re looking to
see what are the ways that we can take our advancements in
renewable electricity with the advancements in heavy truck
electrification to help our clients create a more economic
but also a more environmentally friendly mine operation,”
Frederickson said.

Electrifying mining trucks will not be easy or cheap. Only a
handful of mines in the world have even begun to switch to
electric trucks and many of those retrofitted existing vehicles,
an attractive option for Minnesota mines, he said. The capital
to invest in the truck may not be available because of the
economy’s pandemic decline.
Yet Minnesota Power sees tremendous upside in mine transportation electrification. Large industrial customers consume
more than three-quarters of the utility’s electricity, likely the
highest proportion of any power company in the country. By
moving mines away from diesel and toward electric power,
they grow demand in a region that has long faced a challenging resource-driven economy.
Minnesota Power brought up the proposal in a filing before
the commission that offered a series of projects to help
jumpstart the economy, including other transportation electrification projects.
The region has seen some progress on transportation electrification, with the Duluth Transit Authority being the first
bus system in the state to operate electric buses. The utility’s
industrial customers have climate goals and electric mine
trucks could help meet them, Frederickson said.
In a letter of support for Minnesota Power proposal, Cleveland-Cliffs general manager Chad Asgaard wrote that mine

truck electrification could offer benefits including “further
operational efficiencies and added reductions in fossil fuel
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.”
A subsidiary of U.S. Taconite, Cleveland-Cliffs operates two
mines in northern Minnesota and recently spent $75 million
upgrading infrastructure for manufacturing iron ore pellets
to “maintain a sustainable, competitive and environmentally
responsible operation,” he wrote.
Komatsu’s letter of support said the company had 160 electric mine trucks with trolley systems operating today, with
requests for more than 100 units over the next three years.
Signed by two executives, the letter says trolley operations
reduce greenhouse gases, increase productivity and cut operational costs.
Frederickson said mines have generally started investing in
electric trucks by retrofitting existing diesel fleets. Komatsu’s pilot with a Finnish mine converted 13 diesel trucks to
electricity, reducing carbon emissions by an estimated 9 percent over the life of the project. A Komatsu pilot in Sweden
found that with a trolley system, electric models move faster
than conventional trucks and decrease diesel by as much as
50 percent.
Minnesota Power plans to evaluate the truck mine market
and their mining customers before investing in equipment
from one of the vehicle manufacturers, Frederickson said.
The pilot will study a plan for retrofitting existing mine
trucks with electric equipment, a strategy allowing more
vehicles to transition to electricity.
A successful pilot could transform the industry by capitalizing on other emerging fields, such energy storage that capture less expensive energy overnight for use later to power
mine trucks. The utility’s industrial rate structure may have
to change to encourage electrification, he said.
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Once a small player in the mining industry, electric mine
trucks appear poised to grow their market share. “I think
the technology itself has come a long way and it’s very
promising,” Frederickson said.
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3 Large Corrals Approved for Western
US Wild Horse Roundups
By Scott Sonner | Associated Press
RENO, Nev. (AP) — The federal Bureau of Land Management
has approved construction of three new corrals to hold more
than 8,000 wild horses captured on federal rangeland to accelerate horse roundups slowed by a lack of space in existing
holding pens.

Objecting to the corrals are wild horse advocates who insist
the mustangs should remain in the wild and that the money
would be better spent on horse fertility controls, like darting
mares on the range with contraceptive drugs.

The bureau issued final decisions on environmental assessments of the plans this week for the pens in Colorado, Wyoming and Utah.

“Expanding capacity to hold captured mustangs is the first
step to implementing this administration’s reckless plan to
round up the vast majority of the West’s wild horses and burros,” American Wild Horse Campaign spokeswoman Grace
Kuhn said.

The pens are the next step in plans announced last year by
the administration of President Donald Trump to speed up
the capture of 130,000 wild horses over 10 years at an estimated cost of $1 billion.

Her group is considering an appeal, which would have to be
filed within 30 days.

Backers include the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association
and American Farm Bureau Federation, which have pushed
for the slaughter of excess horses that compete for forage
with livestock grazing on U.S. lands.

The government currently holds about 50,000 horses in offrange corrals and pastures at an annual cost of about $50
million.
About 95,000 remain on the range. That is “more than triple
the number of animals the land can sustainably support in
balance with other public resource values, including wildlife,
recreation, livestock grazing, energy resource development
and others,” the bureau said.
With virtually no predators, the horse population can double
every four to five years, the agency said. Agency officials
have said the appropriate number of horses roaming free —
called “appropriate management level,” with the acronym
AML — is about 27,000.
The new corrals would be built on private land and operated
by contractors near Canon City, Colorado; Sutherland, Utah
and Wheatland, Wyoming. An existing corral near Axtel,
Utah would be expanded. The agency hasn’t provided any
cost estimates.
State and county officials in Utah, Wyoming and Colorado
also support expanding holding capacity.
“The creation of contracting for off-range corrals is a critical
first step in the achievement of AML on the public lands,”
the Utah Public Lands Policy Coordinating Office said.
The Wyoming Department of Agriculture, Utah’s Beaver
County Commission and Colorado’s White River and Douglas Creek Conservation Districts also filed formal comments
supporting the project.
“We assert that the management of wild free-roaming horses and burros requires the BLM to constantly manage the
population and herd size of these animals and that gathering excess animals as they approach AML is compulsory and
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Wild horses drink from a watering hole outside Salt Lake City. The U.S. Bureau of Land Management has approved construction of corrals in Colorado,
Wyoming and Utah that can hold more than 8,000 wild horses captured on federal rangeland in the West, a move that should allow the agency to accelerate roundups that have been slowed by excess capacity at existing holding facilities. (AP Photo/Rick Bowmer, File)

necessary for health of the animals and the rangeland,” the
Beaver County Commission said.
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Wyoming’s agriculture department said a roundup there
recently was suspended because there wasn’t enough room
in off-range corrals.
“This event has led to the BLM not meeting its removal goals
and allowing excess wild horses to remain on the range and
continue to negatively impact the natural resources and
rangeland health,” the department said.
Mustang advocates have said the roundups are aimed at
placating ranchers at horses’ expense, arguing that cattle do
far more damage to ranchland than mustangs.
The American Wild Horse Campaign has said that the government’s population quotas are often outdated and not
rooted in solid scientific data and that the mustangs must
be permitted to roam ranges in federally protected management areas established under the Free-Roaming Horse and
Burro Act of 1971.
“Instead of spending one billion tax dollars to round up and
warehouse wild horses, the BLM should invest resources to
humanely manage these iconic animals in their habitats on
public lands,” Kuhn said.
Neda DeMayo, president of Return to Freedom Wild Horse
Conservation, said proper management of the horses will
require a robust fertility control program.
“Scaling up fertility control as BLM’s primary management
tool would reduce roundups over time,” she said. “The longer BLM delays, the greater the threat to the horses.”
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Historic Okemos Road Bridge Doomed
for Demolition
By Craig Lyons | Lansing State Journal

MERIDIAN TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP) — The northbound concrete bridge on Okemos Road has spanned the Red Cedar
River for nearly a century, but its days are numbered.
The concrete camelback bridge, built in 1924, will be torn
down as the Ingham County Road Department plans to construct a new bridge on Okemos Road. The bridge is one of
the last remaining concrete bridges of that style in Michigan,
according to the Michigan Department of Transportation.
“It’s unable to be repaired based on the type of structure it
is. It’s all concrete,” Kelly Jones, director of engineering for
the ICRD, told the Lansing State Journal. “The community
came together and all agreed that while they like the look
of the camelback bridge, it is just functionally unable to be
sustained.”
The camelback bridge is one of two spanning the Red Cedar
on Okemos Road. The second, built in the 1950s, is a steel
bridge constructed to carry two lanes of southbound traffic.
The county plans to demolish that bridge as well.
“The design of those types of bridges are nearly possible to
repair and maintain,” Jones said.
The county has repaired the bridge several times but it needed more work, Jones said. The concrete style means the repairs are mostly fixing cracks or pieces that fall off, she said.
This fall, the county will start documenting the features
of the bridge, taking pictures and collecting construction
documents that will go to the state’s historic preservation
commission, Jones said.
The bridge is built in a concrete girder style, frequently used
in the early 1900s before falling out of favor, according to
MDOT. The Okemos Road bridge is an unusual example of
the concrete style because it included a sidewalk.
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Aquatic biologist Joe Rathbun searches the Red Cedar River near the Okemos Bridge in Meridian Township, Mich. for mussels, which will be moved
to another area on the river before the county tears down and replaces
the historic concrete camelback bridge. (Matthew Dae Smith/Lansing State
Journal via AP)

The county offered to let Meridian Township keep the bridge
as a pedestrian crossing but its poor condition means it
would be costly to maintain and potentially unsafe, Jones
said.
The project, which is slated to start in 2022, will remove
both the northbound and southbound bridges and replace
them with a single bridge, Jones said. The new bridge will
still have two travel lanes in each direction but will add turn
lanes for motorists to easily take left turns into the parks on
either side of the river.
The county is just now wrapping up the first engineering
phase of the replacement project and will soon begin the
design phase, Jones said. Since the project is still in the engineering phase, the county did not have a total cost for the
bridge replacement. The plan is to have the new bridge pay
homage to the camelback style, Jones said.

Wyoming Regulators to Discuss
PacifiCorp Coal Retirement
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) — Wyoming regulators plan to discuss
in September an electric utility’s plan to close several coalfired power plants in the West in the years ahead following
an investigation into the proposal.
Portland, Oregon-based PacifiCorp also proposes to develop
significant solar energy, wind power and battery storage
facilities throughout the region.
The retirement of coal-fired power is worrisome to many in
Wyoming, the top coal-producing state. The Wyoming Public
Service Commission launched its investigation into PacifiCorp’s long-term planning proposal in November.
The investigation, the first of its kind in commission history,
seeks to answer two questions, commission Chairwoman
Kara Fornstrom said.
“First, is the preferred portfolio economically sound and,
second, does the preferred portfolio ensure reliability?”
Fornstrom said.
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It’s not clear whether the commission has the authority to
deny PacifiCorp’s Integrated Resource Plan after its investigation. That question has never been addressed, commission
attorney Chris Petrie said.
The commission recently held a weeklong hearing on the
proposal. Nine entities, including a coalition of local governments, a group of industrial energy customers and a state
citizen’s group, weighed in during the hearing, Wyoming
Public Radio reported.
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PacifiCorp did not include necessary reviews such as a socioeconomic analysis and the potential for trapping carbon dioxide from power plants to keep the greenhouse gas out of
the atmosphere, opponents said. Opponents also expressed
concern about how plans to retire coal-fired power generation will cost hundreds of jobs in southwestern Wyoming.
“They don’t have a heart about the effects they’re having
on the people,” Sweetwater County Commissioner Wally
Johnson said. “I think they’ve done a very poor job of letting
people know what’s going to come down here, but they’re
a big company. I don’t believe that other ratepayers should
pay for what’s happening here.”
The proposal would hasten plans to retire coal-fired generators at the Jim Bridger and Naughton power plants in
Wyoming and the Craig power plant in Colorado.
PacifiCorp has tried to “bend over backwards” to be available to the public, said Rick Link, PacifiCorp’s vice president
of resource planning and acquisitions.
A socioeconomic analysis would “fundamentally alter” the
basis of the plan and the primary goal of keeping rates low
while maintaining reliable service, Link said, adding that the
utility could analyze the potential for carbon capture in the
years ahead.
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Window Soundproofing Boosts
Desirability for Downtown Luxury
Apartment Complex
Commercial and residential property owners, managers,
and agents of urban apartment buildings face a common
concern in reducing loud external environmental noise, such
as screeching traffic, blaring car horns etc. which can disturb
sleep, interrupt conversation, and otherwise diminish the
allure of even the best locations.
Fortunately, real estate professionals in large and small
projects alike are implementing a quick, proven, cost-effective solution which can dramatically reduce external noise
intrusion by up to 95 percent with the addition of a second
soundproof window in the most problematic locations (i.e.,
facing traffic). This selective approach can help to not only
increase lease and occupancy rates but also decrease turnover. The same tactic can be applied to both oversized windows and sliding glass doors, which due to their larger size
can be an even greater source of external noise.

Cut Noise, Boost Appeal
When Lincoln Properties developed the multi-million-dollar
Mozaic Apartment project, the goal was to bring a designer
lifestyle to downtown Los Angeles apartment living. From
the rooftop pool to the Internet cafe, Mozaic Apartments set
the standard in a luxury apartment community. With a variety of studio, one, and two-bedroom floor plans available,
each apartment includes washer and dryer, granite countertops, premium appliances, and many units enjoy floor-toceiling windows and private balconies.
However, being in the middle of downtown Los Angeles also
subjected the property to an incredible amount of external
street noise. Even given the high-end amenities, the amount
of outside noise could be prohibitive and turn off potential
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tenants without adding soundproofing. Particularly challenging were the units which had oversized, floor-to-ceiling
windows.
With lease rates in the downtown area commanding upwards of $3,000 per month, not having a 100-percent
occupancy rate could be expensive. Lincoln Properties, the
developer of the project, decided the best soundproofing
tactic would be to exceed the government noise abatement
requirements to help attract prospective residents.
“We wanted to provide a high quality of life to our tenants
and we felt that included a quiet environment,” said the
project manager for Lincoln Properties, Sasha Cooper. “To exceed the Los Angeles requirements by soundproofing and be
noticeably quieter than our competition, we set some tough
noise reduction targets.”
Lincoln Properties hired an acoustic consulting firm,
Veneklasen Associates, to do a detailed site survey and review as well as extensive sound testing to evaluate the noise
levels.
Multiple studies have shown that 90 percent of exterior noise
enters through windows, and for similar reasons conversations can just as easily exit through them as well. Such noise
intrusion can be a particular problem for both commercial
and residential properties located near outside street noise,
transport corridors, or city centers.
Initially, high quality double pane windows were installed
and tested, but these turned out to fall short of their target.
Double pane replacement windows are designed to keep out
heat and cold, but not noise. While the seals of a new win-

dow provide some noise reduction, the two pieces of glass
in double pane windows are separated by an air space, and
sealed into one solid glass unit. Like a drum, this causes both
pieces of glass to vibrate together. This drum effect defeats
the noise reduction benefit of double pane windows.
After doing online research in search of a solution, Cooper
turned to Soundproof Windows, Inc., a company with expertise engineering windows for some of the most noise sensitive environments in the world, such as recording studios.
The company has adapted recording studio window soundproofing technology for commercial and residential properties by creating a secondary soundproofing window that
installs inside, behind the existing window. The product is
custom designed specifically to match — and function — like
the original window. Installation is simple, straightforward,
and usually can be completed in about an hour or two.
The inner window essentially reduces noise from entering on
three fronts: the type of materials used to make the pane,
the ideal air space between original window and insert, and
finally improved, long-lasting seals. The combination can
reduce external noise by up to 95 percent.
The first noise barrier is laminated glass, which dampens
sound vibration much like a finger on a wine glass stops it
from ringing when struck. An inner PVB layer of plastic further dampens sound vibrations.

much difference in the level of noise because of the number
and size of the windows. But we were quite surprised and
pleased with the results.”
Another positive aspect of these soundproofing windows
is how well they fit in with the decor. Looking at a room,
the occupant would not know that a powerful STC 54 rated
Soundproof Window had been installed.
When choosing soundproofed windows, the most objective
measure of sound reduction is the window’s Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating. In this rating system, the higher the
number the more noise is stopped. A typical rating for standard windows is 26 to 28, for example. The acoustic soundproof windows, by comparison, earn a 48 to 54 STC rating.
For property owners and managers, a similar approach can
not only be utilized on typical and oversized windows but
also on sliding glass doors, which can be a major source of
noise intrusion if unaddressed.
In fact, the company has created a “second sliding patio
door” that can be installed easily inside or outside of the
existing sliding door. This consists of a surface mount aluminum frame, track insert, mounting fin, and a sound insulated
movable aluminum sash with rolling mechanism.
(Continued on page 24)

Air space of 2-4 inches between the existing window and
the Soundproof Window also significantly improves noise reduction because it isolates the window frame from external
sound vibrations.
Finally, the company places spring-loaded seals in the second
window frame. This puts a constant squeeze on the glass
panels, which prevents sound leaks and helps to stop noise
from vibrating through the glass. These spring-loaded seals
stay as acoustically sound 15 years down the road as they
were on day one.
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For Lincoln Properties’ Mozaic Apartment project, the next
step was to install Soundproof Windows in several of the
nosiest units and perform more sound tests to evaluate the
soundproofing results.
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The soundproofing surpassed their expectations and noise
reduction goals in every room tested. The result even
amazed John LoVerde, the associate principal consultant
from Veneklasen. “I had heard of Soundproof Windows
previously and was impressed after testing their installed
product.”
“The windows exceeded our requirements for soundproofing. Now, despite all the downtown city noises outside, all
our units have a very quiet and less stressful living environment,” explained Cooper.
With regard to the apartments with oversized floor-toceiling windows, Cooper said, “We didn’t expect to see as
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(Continued from page 23)

The product is designed specifically to match and function
like the original door, no matter its design, and can open and
lock separately.
Functionally, the second sliding door reduces noise intrusion due to its laminated glass construction, the air space
separating the original and soundproof door, and improved
long-lasting seals. The combination can reduce external noise
by up to 95 percent.
Whether commercial or residential property managers seek
to enhance occupancy or rental rates by protecting their
renters and tenants from stressful external noise intrusion,
economically soundproofing existing windows and sliding
doors can provide a real competitive edge.
For more information, contact Soundproof Windows, Inc. at
4673 Aircenter Circle, Reno, NV 89502; call 1-877-438-7843;
email sales@soundproofwindows.com; or visit
http://www.soundproofwindows.com

Soundproof windows can be installed to both oversized windows and
sliding glass doors, which, due to their larger size, can be an even greater
source of external noise.
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LaGuardia Airport Rail Link Gets Initial
Approval From FAA
By David Porter | Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — A $2 billion plan to build an elevated
train link connecting New York City with LaGuardia Airport
through an intermediate stop is the best alternative to improve traffic delays, federal regulators said in a preliminary
environmental impact statement released Aug. 21.
Depending on final environmental approval, construction
could begin as soon as next summer and be completed by
late 2025, the Federal Aviation Administration wrote Aug.
21. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has already approved funding for the project, which has generated
opposition from neighborhood groups in Queens and from
Democratic Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who represents
part of the area the link is slated to pass through.
Even if approvals are granted, it’s unknown whether the
project will be delayed by funding issues stemming from
huge revenue losses suffered this year by the Port Authority
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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City and transit officials have sought for decades to connect
Manhattan and LaGuardia, considered one of the few major
airports in the U.S. without a rail link. The Port Authority
plan, supported by Democratic Gov. Andrew Cuomo, would
build an elevated track to connect the airport with a subway
and train stop that serve CitiField, home of the New York
Mets, and the U.S. National Tennis Center, site of the U.S.
Open.
The FAA report said it considered dozens of other proposed
alternatives including ferry service, improved bus service and
the extension of subway service to the airport, and concluded the Port Authority plan was the only one “considered to
be reasonable to construct and operate.”
“We are one step closer to realizing the benefits of the project for the region,” Port Authority Chairman Kevin O’Toole
said in a statement. “AirTrain LGA will provide millions upon
millions of air travelers with a reliable, 30-minute trip from
midtown Manhattan to the airport.”
Port Authority Executive Director Rick Cotton noted in a
separate statement that the rail link’s initial proposed path
was shifted to the north, further away from a neighborhood
that sits across the Grand Central Parkway from the airport.
The plan wouldn’t require the taking of any private property,
Cotton said.
Some of the impacts to the neighborhood could be significant, however. The FAA report concluded the neighborhood
would “disproportionally experience high and adverse noise
and vibration impacts” during construction and significant
light emissions once the link is in operation. In addition, 93
residential units bordering the Parkway would have obstructed views of Flushing Bay.
Critics have said the Port Authority’s travel time estimates
are too optimistic and that the price tag for the 1.5-mile
(2.4-kilometer) link is too high for the number of people the
link is anticipated to serve. A Port Authority study projected
ridership at 17,000 people per day in 2026 and slightly over
18,000 by 2031; the FAA estimates 13,000 people by 2026
and 14,000 by 2031.
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In a letter to FAA officials in January, Ocasio-Cortez said that
public comments last fall were overwhelmingly against the
Port Authority’s proposed route. She also asked the FAA to
clarify why options including ferry service, dedicated bus
lanes and an extension of the N/W subway line were eliminated as options. A message was left with Ocasio-Cortez’s
office seeking comment.
The public has until early October to review the Aug. 21
report, and public hearings will be held in late September.
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Vehicles Hit Illinois Covered Bridge
Twice After Reopening
LONG GROVE, Ill. (AP) — A covered bridge in northern Illinois has been damaged twice by vehicles within days of its
reopening after a $1 million rebuild repaired severe damage
a delivery truck inflicted in 2018.
Less than 24 hours after Long Grove’s iconic covered bridge
reopened Aug. 14, it was struck by a chartered bus, and on
Aug. 19, another vehicle struck the more than century-old
span, WLS-TV reported.
June Neumann, owner of Viking Treasures in Long Grove,
said she heard the bus collide with the bridge. “I said oh no,
oh no,” Neumann told the station.
She also heard the Aug. 19 collision, after which the colliding
vehicle fled, leaving behind debris.
Ben Finch, who lives near the bridge, saw the second collision.
“I think what goes through all of our minds is like, ‘Wow,
these people. What are they doing?’” Finch said.

village’s emblem, storefronts and signs.
“It’s just a huge part of where we’ve been and where we are.
It’s a connection piece,” said Jesse DeSoto, Historic Downtown Long Grove Business Association president.
The bridge was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places in June 2018. Sixteen days later, a box truck plowed
into it, severely damaging the structure, which was closed
after being deemed structurally unsound.
The two-year rebuild included engineering work and construction.
Village Manager David Lothspeich said village officials are
considering putting physical barriers in front of the bridge
to try to prevent such collisions. Steel reinforcements added
during the rebuild are keeping the bridge structurally sound,
he said.
“People size it up and sometimes they don’t size it up
correctly, and they still go regardless of whether or not it’s
overweight or oversize,” Lothspeich said.

The bridge, which dates to 1906, graces the Lake County
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AEIS Completes Inspection and Testing
on Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge
NEW YORK, NY — Atlas Evaluation & Inspection Services
(AEIS), a leading testing, inspection and certification company based in South Plainfield, N.J., has completed testing and
inspection on Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge, an iconic
new $3.98 billion twin-span bridge featuring eight traffic
lanes with shoulders, dedicated bus and emergency vehicle
lanes, and one of the longest bike and pedestrian bridge
paths of its kind.
With over 50 million vehicles utilizing the bridge every
year, the Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge is three miles
in length, making it the longest in the state. It features a
cable-stayed span design which opened to traffic in 2018
and crosses one of the widest areas of the Hudson River. The
Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge will mean less congestion
and improved conditions for motorists in years to come.
“We are proud to have partnered with The LiRo Group and
The Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge project teams to complete testing and inspection on this incredible project,” stated Nagesh Goel, President and Co-Founder of AEIS. “Since
2008, AEIS has provided inspection, testing and evaluation
services across the tri-state area and the nation to create
optimally safe outcomes.”

AEIS’s testing of the Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge increased safety for
New York’s longest bridge connecting Westchester and Rockland Counties.
(Photo: New York State Thruway Authority)

Inspection and testing are valuable tools in ensuring that
newly-constructed infrastructure is built in a safe manner,
and that any underlying problems may be resolved. By providing quality assurance, safety may be increased.

As a leading special inspection agency in the New York Metro area, AEIS was selected to provide special inspections on
the Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge, including performing
specialty testing and providing inspection personnel.
“As the state’s longest bridge, the new Governor Mario M.
Cuomo Bridge is an incredible feat of engineering, construction and design,” said Vincent Montanti, Construction Quality Control Manager of The LiRo Group. “AEIS’ seasoned team
was an essential part of the process, delivering top-quality
inspection and testing and ensuring a high level of public
safety.”
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Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer addresses the state during a speech in Lansing, Mich. The Michigan appeals court says Democratic Gov. Whitmer’s emergency declarations and orders to curb the coronavirus clearly fall within the scope of her legal powers. The court in a 2-1 ruling Friday, Aug. 21, rejected a
lawsuit filed by the Republican-led Legislature. (Michigan Office of the Governor via AP, File)

Michigan Businesses Fined for Lax
Worker Virus Protections
By David Eggert | Associated Press
LANSING, Mich. (AP) — On Aug. 21, the state fined six Michigan businesses thousands of dollars for allegedly not protecting workers from the coronavirus, in what was described as
an initial round of citations as regulators confront a five-fold
increase in safety complaints during the pandemic.
After conducting inspections, the Michigan Occupational
Safety and Health Administration cited the firms for infractions such as letting employees work near each other
without masks and failing to do daily health screenings or
develop a COVID-19 preparedness and response plan. One of
the businesses, Coop’s Iron Works — a fitness center in Saginaw — opened in defiance of Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s order
that has kept gyms closed to indoor activities for five months
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The five other businesses — United Shore Financial Services
in Pontiac, a UPS distribution facility in Livonia, a Speedway
gas station in Waterford, residential contractor Dan Freed
in Eaton Rapids and Hills Roofing in Niles — were fined between $5,300 and $7,000. United Shore Financial Services has
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The Saginaw County Health Department referred the fitness
club to the state when it became associated with nearly 20
cases of the virus, said MIOSHA Director Bart Pickelman.
It was fined $2,100 for not training employees on infection-control practices, not keeping accurate records of
attendees and other violations.
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had nearly 100 employees test positive, according to Oakland
County.
State officials said they have been doing outreach to employers about the governor’s workplace safety orders, and
a vast majority are protecting their employees. However,
MIOSHA — which typically received 200 complaints a month
before the outbreak — now is getting 1,000 per month. It
has received more complaints since March than in all of 2018
and 2019 combined.

that remain closed, a fighting chance — and soon,” wrote
the leaders of the Michigan Chamber of Commerce, the Small
Business Association of Michigan, the Detroit Regional Chamber and the Grand Rapids Chamber.
Whitmer said in August that she was reassessing the risk of
reopening more Michigan businesses that have been closed
for five months under her orders to curb the spread of the
virus.

The businesses have 15 work days to contest
the penalties. If they do not come into compliance, they could face “drastically” higher
fines, Pickelman said.
A state Court of Claims judge in June ruled
that the Democratic governor’s coronavirus-related workplace orders included
excessive penalties for employers in violation
because they are governed by emergency
laws that allow for lesser penalties: a 90-day
misdemeanor and a $500 fine.
Pickelman said his agency is not directly
citing the executive orders. Rather, he said, it
is using a long-existing “general duty” clause
that requires employers to furnish a workplace that is free of recognized hazards.
Steven Hill, owner of Hills Roofing, said he
shut down his small business for two months
in the spring until Whitmer allowed construction to resume. He said he cannot afford the
fine and will appeal.
“The executive order is not law and cannot
be enforced as law,” he said.
In a statement, UPS said it “cares deeply
about keeping our employees safe and “we
strongly disagree with the allegations,”
saying it had taken extensive steps to prevent
the spread of the virus.
Also that same day, business groups said they
sent a letter to the governor calling for the
statewide reopening of industries that currently can be open just in northern Michigan.
They also said those businesses should be
able to defer their property taxes without being assessed interest and penalties, and they
urged legislation to protect all businesses
from “needless” lawsuits if they follow public
health guidelines.
The governor vetoed related tax bills in July,
citing budget implications.
“We ask that you and your Administration
find ways to give businesses, especially those
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Pipeline Tunnel Supporters, Foes Clash
Before Michigan Panel
By John Flesher | AP Environmental Writer
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. (AP) — Keeping a 64-year-old oil
pipeline in operation by running one portion through a
proposed Great Lakes tunnel would safeguard the economy
and energy supplies, supporters said Monday, while opponents described the project as an unnecessary risk that would
contribute to global warming.
The two sides clashed during a public hearing before the
Michigan Public Service Commission, one of several agencies
that will determine the fate of Enbridge’s plan. The Canadian
company operates Line 5, which carries crude oil and liquids
used for propane between Superior, Wis., and Sarnia, Ont.
A 6.4-mile segment divides into two pipes that extend across
the Straits of Mackinac, which connects Lake Huron and Lake
Michigan. While denying critics’ claims that they are vulnerable to a catastrophic leak, Enbridge has offered to replace
them with a new pipe encased in a concrete tunnel that
would be drilled beneath the straits.
The public service commission has jurisdiction over the
location of pipelines in Michigan. The panel in June rejected
Enbridge’s contention that it already had state permission to
install the new line because of an easement granted in 1953
when the twin pipes were laid.
Instead, the commission is considering a separate application.
It will take testimony for and against the $500 million project
and make a decision after final arguments in July 2021.
During the recent hearing, the plan drew support from
representatives of industry and labor groups including steelworkers, convenience stores and petroleum marketers.
“Families and workers are depending on construction of the
Great Lakes Tunnel to preserve our natural resources, protect

Michigan jobs, and keep energy prices affordable,” Kike Alaimo of the Michigan Chamber of Commerce said in a written
statement.
Shutting down Line 5 would choke off fuel supplies to
refineries in Michigan and Ohio, cause jet fuel shortages at
Detroit Metropolitan Airport and force more shipments of oil
by truck and rail, project supporters said.
Beth Wallace of the National Wildlife Federation dismissed
the warnings as false “fear mongering,” saying Enbridge’s
other pipelines have enough capacity to handle Line 5’s oil.
A recent slowdown of Line 5’s flow because of damage to
one of the twin pipes’ support anchors caused none of the
dire consequences predicted by Enbridge and its allies, said
Sean McBrearty, representing Oil & Water Don’t Mix and
Clean Water Action.
“Planes continue to take off from Detroit Airport, and no
refineries in Ohio have been shut down,” he said.
Building the tunnel would require extensive construction
work on the shorelines, damaging wetlands and wildlife habitat, while the project would suck millions of gallons of water
from the straits and discharge it back into the waterway, said
Patty Peek of the Straits of Mackinac Alliance.
Speakers during the online hearing also debated whether
the loss of Line 5 would cause propane shortages in the
Upper Peninsula.
“In rural areas, propane is the only way to heat your homes
— especially in our brutal winters,” said Joe Bonovetz, a
Gogebic County commissioner.
Anne Woiwode of the Sierra Club countered that a task force
appointed by Gov. Gretchen Whitmer had identified other
ways to meet the U.P.’s energy needs.
Opponents said building a new oil tunnel was the wrong
step at a time when the U.S. should be moving away from
reliance on fossil fuels.
“The science is clear that to avoid significantly worsening impacts of climate change, we must rapidly reduce greenhouse
gas emissions,” said Kate Madigan of the Michigan Climate
Action Network.
Enbridge noted that the Republican-led Michigan House and
24 counties had endorsed the project.
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In fact, Illinois state code, NFPA 101: Life Safety
Code (2015 edition), requires all automatic fire
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NFPA 25 standard.
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apprentice program to comply with Illinois state
law (225 ILCS 317/1).
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to worry about a fire becoming a problem in
your building.
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Perseverance With Process Cooling
When compared to space cooling, process cooling — or the
removal of heat from the fluid that serves water-cooled
equipment used in a manufacturing process — is a bird of a
different feather.
Interesting though, and the source of some fascination
among those in the HVAC trades, is that much of the equipment, tools and techniques remain the same.
Water temperatures can be very different between the
two water-based cooling applications. In a process cooling
loop, it’s not uncommon to blend cool and hot water before
passing water through a cooling tower. The controls used
are often very different, and there’s little tolerance for water
pressure fluctuation in most process cooling applications.
“Designers of process cooling loops must have an intimate
understanding of every component in the system,” said Larry
Moore, mechanical engineer at Envelop Group.
The manufacturer’s representative firm, headquartered in Indianapolis, Ind., is the parent company of Validated Custom
Solutions and Open Control Systems, which focus on equipment and controls specification, respectively.
“But for those that know the industry, process cooling work
can be a mainstay in times of uncertainty,” he continued.
“During the recession, process cooling kept us afloat. Today,
it accounts for roughly 35 percent of my sales.”
Moore installed process loops as a contractor for many years
before becoming a manufacturer’s rep. The Midwest is ripe
with manufacturing facilities of all kinds, and he has worked
with them all.

The Process Cooling Guy
Moore designed his first process loop in 1990, and when
he became a rep, he made it a goal to become the go-to
“Process Cooling Guy” in his territory. Today, a long list of
companies like Ingersoll Rand, Essex Wire and Nidec Sankyo
know him as such, and are quick to call if a question arises.
“The biggest single loop I’ve designed is 9,100 GPM,” explained Moore. “The facility produces aluminum billets from
scrap metal. Because the temperatures in the machines are
so high, fail-proof cooling was needed, even in the event of
power loss or catastrophic pump failure.”
The system features two, National 150-HP vertical turbine
pumps, a 330,000-gallon remote concrete sump, and two
massive EVAPCO cooling towers. It even includes a water
tower — larger than many city water towers — capable of
gravity-feeding the cooling loop in an emergency.
“We don’t just chase a spec,” he explained. “We provide a
design and we’re involved with the project for years to come
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through maintenance, training and consultation. We also
stock the replacement parts for equipment we specify, like
pumps, transducers and controls. In this way, we’re able to
forge a relationship with manufacturers that leads to continuing business.”
Envelop has engineers on staff, but for most process cooling
applications, the design is submitted to a third-party structural or mechanical PE for review and approval.
A shining example of how Envelop Group has been a continuing resource for manufacturers can be seen at TOA USA
in Mooresville, Ind. The manufacturer produces the chassis
and suspension components for Subaru.

A First Need
What began as an inquiry about a single cooling tower
replacement at the auto parts manufacturer has evolved into
a multi-building, A-Z design/build project for TOA USA, and
a true professional partnership that’s since allowed the business to evolve into a more efficient, sustainable facility with
a healthier indoor environment.
(Continued on page 35)
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The first project at TOA USA included a two-cell EVAPCO AT Series cooling
tower for an existing plant process cooling loop that serves a variety of
stamping presses.

Custom pump skids, like this one, were used at various locations throughout the facility, including a variety of pumps, a stainless steel hot well/cold
well reservoir, control panel, discharge cooling tower and discharge process
water header, and associated valves, sensors, and alarm devices.

(Continued from page 32)

When Moore first visited the site, he assessed the need for a
large cooling tower replacement on the existing plant process cooling loop that serves a variety of stamping presses.
TOA USA Facility Engineer, Albert Decker, showed him the
aging galvanized cooling tower in place, noting the deterioration on both tower cells.

“While the new units were being built, Albert wanted to
learn more about the EVAPCO AT Series cooling tower,” said
Moore.
(Continued on page 36)

“I’d gotten Larry’s information from a friend of mine who’s a
building maintenance specialist,” said Decker. “The existing
cooling towers were failing prematurely, and Larry offered a
lot of insight in a short amount of time. It wasn’t long before
new equipment was arriving onsite.”
Moore worked with EVAPCO to specify a two-cell, stainless
steel counter-flow cooling tower as a replacement. The stainless construction eliminated any future concerns about the
possibility of corrosion.
“I selected a counter-flow AT Series tower to replace the
existing cross-flow tower because they can cut water consumption by as much as 75 percent,” said Moore. “This
design is also less vulnerable to freezing, and algae growth is
dramatically reduced because sunlight doesn’t shine directly
on the water.”
Sized for 775 GPM with 120°F inlet water and 85°F leaving
water, the new tower would be installed on the existing elevated dunnage. Only minor changes were required, and the
new towers provide more capacity from the same footprint.
The EVAPCO tower supplied for TOA USA is CTI-Certified
(Cooling Tower Institute), meaning the performance of the
towers has been tested and verified.
Harrell-Fish Inc., a union mechanical contractor in Bloomington, Ind., was hired to install the new cooling tower in
addition to the components that serve it. Moore specified a
pump skid built by ACS Group, and custom Carel PLC control
panels.
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(Continued from page 35)

“So we drove to Greenup, Ill., so he could see his new tower
under construction at EVAPCO’s manufacturing plant.”
On the drive, Decker mentioned two major upcoming needs
at TOA USA beyond that of the first cooling tower replacement. His hope was that Envelop Group could design and
supply process cooling equipment for a massive plant addition and offer makeup air solutions for the entire property.
When the additions were complete, the plant would have
nearly a half-million square feet under its roof.
“Based on the success we had with Envelop Group on the
cooling tower replacement, we brought Larry in early on the
design process for the plant expansion,” said Decker.

Project Escalated

Skid-mounted plate and frame heat exchangers were used, to isolate the
chilled glycol closed-loop outdoors from the chilled water closed-loop
indoors.

After several meetings with management at TOA USA regarding the layout and size of the new process loops being
designed for the expansion, the specification would come to
include towers for three new process loops, along with another tower replacement in an existing space. Attention was
simultaneously turned to indoor air.
“The negative pressure atmosphere inside the existing plant
was obvious,” said Moore. “Welding equipment and machine

Envelop Group specified 14 Innovent DX cooling and natural gas make-up
air units to address the need for better indoor air quality, and bring the
plant up to ASHRAE 62.1.

Moore designed a custom control panel which includes process pump VFDS
made by ABB, PLC Controller by Carel, overcurrent protection, control
transformer, HOA switches for manual or auto operation of all controlled
loads, panel cooling fans, alarm devices and locking high voltage power
disconnect switch.
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hoods had been added steadily over the years as the company grew, without an increase in makeup air supply.”

culation pumps, dual duty backup/standby pumps, Carel PLC
custom controls with BACnet integration.

Moore and others at Envelop Group formulated a plan to
bring the existing plant up to AHSRAE 62.1 standards with
numerous Innovent DOAS (dedicated outdoor air system)
installed on-grade. The same units were specified for the
various plant expansions soon to come.

Also, there were numerous dual-well stainless storage tanks,
and all required filtration equipment, including Shelco stainless filter housings connected in parallel, allowing filters to
be replaced while the cooling loops are still in operation.

This included an engineering analysis to determine the
extent of ventilation needed. Meetings were also conducted
with TOA’s selected construction firm, Force Construction
Company Inc., and Harrell-Fish Inc., who installed all mechanical components airing the different phases. Both became
valuable allies throughout the entire construction process.
Ultimately, Envelop Group was able to secure the equipment
order and control integration to accommodate each new
addition: the new East Plant, North Stamping Plant and the
new E-Coat Plant.
The complete process loop bill of materials included seven
EVAPCO AT series cooling towers ranging from 400 to 800
GPM, two ACS custom pump skids with process pumps, recir-

The comprehensive ventilation design included 1,700 tons of
ventilation & HVAC systems via 14 custom Innovent DX cooling and natural gas make-up air units, which were painted to
match the plant’s façade.
“Where the cooling towers that served the existing plant
were a constant concern, the new ones are merely an afterthought,” said Decker. “We have routine maintenance
performed and that’s the end of the story. It’s fair to say that
TOA USA now has the Cadillac of process cooling systems.”
Within two years of starting the engineering process, TOA
was in production on its new manufacturing lines.
Today, Moore points to the work and technology at TOA as
a showcase for Envelop Group’s capabilities and products,
allowing others to see how a partnership creates innovative,
energy efficient, custom-tailored solutions in all markets of
the HVAC and industrial process cooling industries.
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by KARL PALOUCEK

S

eeing it from the outside, you would have no idea it
was anything special. Most people likely drive right
past it without even noticing it. But once you’re
inside and see its vast expanse, its epoxied floors and
abundant hands-on training stations, you can’t help but
be impressed. And with good reason — according to
Sprinkler Fitters Local 281 President Bryan LaRouche,
their Bill Dalton Training Center in Alsip, Ill., is regarded
by the National Fire Protection Association as the best fire
protection training facility in the world. That illustrious
reputation was earned through the innovative renovations
to the facility that were realized through the efforts of
LaRouche, the team of first-year apprentices who executed
much of the work, and the generous donors too numerous
to name. We visited this impressive facility that addresses
all facets of residential, commercial and industrial fire
protection, from installation and repair to inspection
and testing, to get a look at all it offers its trainees, and to
discuss it and the program with LaRouche and Local 281
Vice President William Hincks.
A Massive Team Effort
Getting the ball rolling on the Training Center’s renovation was a bit of a task, according to LaRouche, who
remembers the struggle of calling up potential donors
to see if they wanted to be involved. “The hard part was
when I had to do it early, with the manufacturers,” he recalls, “to try to sell them on, ‘You want to be in here’ — it
was like trying to sell them Walmart shelf space. The first,
early ones were the hard ones. The later ones, they said,
‘[Shucks], I’ve gotta be in here! This is a place to be!’”
Nearly everything — just short of $1 million in equipment
— was donated from a broad range of manufacturers.
“I couldn’t get the pipe donated,” LaRouche says, “but
everything else — all of the components, all of the valves,
all of the hangers, all of the hardware, all of the fire alarm
panels — [was donated]. [The west] side is monitored by
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Renamed the Bill Dalton Training Center upon reopening in April 2019, the
newly renovated facility is considered one of the biggest and best of its kind
worldwide.

Simplex 4007 — donated. The east side is donated by Siemens,
and all of the activation panels for each individual valve … the
big thing about this is, it’s a working crane bay.”
The rail supporting the crane is bedecked with logos of the
manufacturers who gave to make this incredible facility a reality.

The Bill Dalton Training Center at Sprinkler Fitters Local 281 now features 49 separate valve stations for hands-on learning.

The crane, which can support up to 10 tons, is a major boon
for everyone working in the facility. “We can run our crane all
the way over here,” he says, gesturing to show the breadth of its
mobility, “so if we want to change a valve out, we don’t have to
manhandle it.”
Prior to the renovation, the facility boasted 18 valve stations at
which apprentices could approach their hands-on learning in a
controlled environment. With the renovation, that number has
jumped considerably, and the facility has grown accordingly
to reflect the increasingly expansive marketplace of available
products, as LaRouche explains. “Forty-nine valve stations, two
separate fire pumps, an 8,600-gallon reservoir tank, multiple
valves from every major manufacturer — every valve that’s on

the market right now — and a whole heritage annex, which has
30-, 40-plus-year-old valves,” LaRouche describes. “What we
have is one of the largest, if not the largest training centers for
fire protection.”
Waste-Not, Want Not
In designing the Bill Dalton Training Center, LaRouche notes
that special consideration was given to conserving as much of
the water used in the facility as possible. “It’s all green, so we capture whatever water [we use],” he says. “We can trip test any one
of these valves, and by opening and closing a couple of valves, we
(Continued on page 40)
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Bigger and Better

can flow them into any one of these three test cells, so someone
can see a sprinkler head go off. And then I could say, ‘Valve no. 8
is what’s going to serve that middle test cell.’ Then the water trips
and works its way around, and then when it hits the floor, it goes
in and goes back to the pit, and is ejected back to the reservoir
tank, and we utilize the water on a regular basis.”

In addition to the training center and valve stations, the facility
features a foam induction system, and an assembly for a diesel fire pump, a two-story wood-frame house for residential
training, a 250 GPM VIP pump, a 500 GPM split-case horizontal
pump, fire pump controllers from both Torna Tech and Eaton,
Hosemonster Plus hose and in-line flow tester, and more. And as
big as the facility is, it’s going to have to get bigger still.

The reservoir tank holds 8,600 gallons, and in spite of recapturing and recirculating the water in the facility, the tank still
occasionally needs to be drained. According to LaRouche, they
maintain an arrangement with the local fire department whereby
the firefighters rely on Sprinkler Fitters’ onsite two-story house
for confined-space rescue training, and in kind, Local 281 is able
to re-fill its tank without great expense.

“I’m doing a feasibility study right now,” LaRouche explains.
“We’re actually going to be adding 12,000 square feet out the
back, here, because when I took this and I redid this [facility], I
took away all of my welding booths. So the welding booths are
going to be in the new 12,000-square-foot addition out the back.”
The two-story house that’s used for firefighting training fits comfortably off to the side on one wall of the Training Center — so
comfortably that you only just notice it out of the corner of your
eye when you’re in the room. And while it functions as a training
resource for the local fire department, it gets use from the trainees, as well. “it’s a mock two-floor house, and the apprentices and
journeymen — whoever’s working on it — actually go in, re-pipe
it, put water on it, test it, disassemble it, and then the next guy
comes in and does it again.”
Fire protection education is a way of life at the Training Center.
Through the Northern Illinois Fire Sprinkler Initiative, a small,
two-room version of the house was built on a trailer for demonstrations in the field for educational purposes. On the back end
of the trailer, there’s a mechanical room that showcases setups for
different residential setups that might be encountered in various
environments — a rural residential system with a tank, for situations where the water pressure might not be what it could, then a
more conventional residential setup with a little backflow up into
the sprinkler, and a dry system more appropriate for an unheated
attic, for example.
“On the right side [it’s] unprotected,” LaRouche says. “The left
side has sprinkler protection. We start fires, and then the fireman
has to put this fire out, and we see the damage. We put a front
room setting in there, furniture — identical furniture — and
then, over here, the fire is set, and then the sprinklers put the fire
out, so it’s an example of what happens with and without sprinklers in an identical fire. We take it on the road.”

An 8,600-gallon reservoir tank holds the water that is recirculated for use in
the training facility.
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Learning Experiences
The 5-year apprenticeship program at the Bill Dalton Training

The Northern Illinois Fire Sprinkler Initiative’s trailer illustrates the difference between a sprinkler-protected environment and one without.

Center has been growing in popularity since the facility started
taking apprentices again in 2018, after having shut down the
program in 2007 due to downturn in the construction industry.
“At that time, we had quite a few apprentices in the program,”
LaRouche recalls. “We had about 300 in the program, so when
the economy kind
of crashed, we
didn’t take apprentices for years, and
the apprentices
that were in the
program, it got extended because they
need 10,000 hours
to become journeyman status.”

edge and experience.
“Chicago Public Schools has come through here,” Vice President
William Hincks says. “We showed them everything, and let them
know what they’re dealing with.”
LaRouche and Hincks
both encourage the idea
of chief engineers arranging group visits so
that they can stay on top
of the relevant fire safety
advances for the buildings they manage. “The
chief engineers, they’re
always having to deal with
the property managers,”
Hincks says. “And as
they’re dealing with the
property managers, one
of the things is parking
garages, of course — the
advent of nitrogen generator systems. It’s a new
type of system, and they
might be wanting to know
[about it].

When the program reopened in
2018, Sprinkler
Fitters Local 281
welcomed a class
of 109 apprentices.
Since then, growth
has been slow, but
sure. “Right now, in
Now host to no fewer than 49 valve stations, the Bill Dalton Training Center at Sprinkler
the program, we’ve
Fitters Local 281 is regarded as one of the world’s best training facilities of its kind.
got 135 apprentices,
and we’ve got over 1,000 working journeymen in the Local, so
“One thing that we were discussing with some of these larger
we not only train the apprentices, but we also have continued
property management companies is, if they want to bring their
education in the evenings. Up in the upper second floor are
team in and see some of the latest technology, and the different
classrooms. Today we have, I think, 24 student apprentices here, types of systems, they can bring their whole property managegoing all the way across, around the perimeter.”
ment group in — their leadership team,” Hincks continues.
But beyond the routine training of apprentices and journeymen
— which is a little less routine these days, given the restrictions
brought on by COVID-19 — and the union meetings that also
take place at the Training Center, Sprinkler Fitters Local 281 also
takes care to educate others who need to know about preventative fire safety, inviting groups to take advantage of their knowl-

LaRouche affirms. “All they have to do is contact me and make
arrangements for a tour and a discussion.”
To contact Sprinkler Fitters Local 281 for a facility tour and
information session, call (708) 597-1800 or message through the
contact page of its website at sprinklerfitterchicago.org.
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Water Crisis Drama Began With ‘Hey,
We Broke Something Here’
By Susannah Bryan, Sun Sentinel
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — It was supposed to be an
easy job — not one that would shut down an entire city.

deposition. Hours later, a tree stump was used to plug the
hole.

But a series of major goofs and errors turned an underground drilling project into a nightmarish tale where the
water pipes ran dry, leaving 250,000 people and businesses
without water in Fort Lauderdale and several nearby cities.

Rivera didn’t realize how big a deal the breach was until he
saw the news that night.

The details of what happened that day in July 2019 — and
how an unlicensed worker came to be operating the powerful drilling rig for a Florida Power & Light job — are laid bare
in court documents.
A three-man crew started work around 11am on July 17, digging a trench for an underground pipe near the runways at
Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport. Sometime after 3pm, their
drill hit Fort Lauderdale’s main water supply line, a 42-inch
concrete pipe that carries water from the city’s wellfields to
its Fiveash Water Treatment Plant.
Their first clue that something was awry: Water came surging
up from the ground.
Their first call went to their boss.
“Hey, we broke something here,” they told Geovanis Rivera,
the Homestead man who runs his Geo & Yus company out of
his home.

What Did I Hit?
The drill punched a 6-inch-wide hole through 7 inches of
concrete. His guys, who were drilling 7 feet down, weren’t
sure if they’d hit a water or a sewer main, Rivera said in a
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With the pipes running dry, Fort Lauderdale Mayor Dean
Trantalis declared a state of emergency. Hundreds of hotels,
restaurants and other businesses from Fort Lauderdale to
Tamarac were forced to close. The next morning, thousands
of people woke up to a boil-water order that lasted four
days for some and six days for others.
Neither Rivera nor his workers had a clue there was a massive
water pipe right where they were digging.
But they should have, according to a lawsuit filed by five
businesses forced to close that day: The Las Olas Company
(owner of the Riverside Hotel), Press & Grind Cafe, Rocco’s
Tacos & Tequila Bar, Di Pietro Partners and HHR Lauderdale
Beach Limited Partnership.
With no running water, fire sprinklers wouldn’t work and
toilets wouldn’t flush. Several hotels, including the Riverside,
were forced to evacuate guests and cancel reservations.
Harbor Beach Marriott estimates it lost $300,000 from the
whole ordeal.
“It was like a hurricane,” said Bill Scherer, an attorney representing the plaintiffs along with Adam Moskowitz. “Everybody went home and bunkered down for a day.”
Scherer estimates businesses throughout Broward County

lost up to $300 million in revenues.
“They just screwed up at every turn,” Scherer said of the
contractors. “With directional drilling, you don’t know where
you’re going because it’s underground. Water started coming out and then it was just a geyser. Like a fire hydrant on
steroids times 1,000.”
The suit, filed last year, is expected to go to trial Jan. 11. An
upcoming hearing on Sept. 18 will determine whether the
case will be granted class-action status to cover all businesses
impacted by the water main break.

City Suing, Too
A second lawsuit, filed by Fort Lauderdale on July 13, seeks
to recoup $800,000 in repair costs.

Rivera, a Cuba native, moved to Miami in 2016 and opened
his business the following year.
A high school graduate, he spent four years studying to
be a technician in civil construction but worked in tourism
instead, he said in a deposition.
Attorneys for FPL and all three subcontractors could not be
reached for comment despite calls to their law firms.
According to the lawsuit: FPL crews never bothered to visit
the job site before the work began. And officials with Infratech and FCC, the company that hired Geo & Yus, did not
show up that day to supervise the job.

Both lawsuits name FPL and three subcontractors as defendants.

Jose Carlos Torres was the man operating the drill that day
for Geo & Yus, Rivera said in his deposition. In his deposition,
Rivera said he did not know whether Torres had any formal
training to operate that kind of drill.

FPL hired Infratech Corp. to replace buried electrical cables.
Infratech subcontracted the work to Florida Communication
Concepts, or FCC. That company then hired an even cheaper
subcontractor, Geo & Yus Corp.

Torres and the other two men on the crew are not licensed
by the state to do the work they were doing, Moskowitz
said. The crew did not use ground penetrating radar. If they
had, they would have found the pipe.

Rivera spoke briefly to the South Florida Sun Sentinel July 30.
He at first agreed to an interview, apologizing for not being
entirely fluent in English. After the first question, he politely
ended the interview.

Another huge error was made when FCC put out an alert
about the underground work but gave the wrong address,
the lawsuit says.
(Continued on page 44)

“I think you should call my attorney,” he said.
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A great white heron pulls a meal out of the sewage at George English Park, Monday, Feb. 24, 2020, in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. which has been dealing with a
slew of back-to-back pipe breaks of late. (Joe Cavaretta/South Florida Sun-Sentinel via AP)

Relying on a service called Sunshine 811, FCC sent out an
alert to companies that might have lines in the area so they
could come out and mark them before the work started.

the address submitted by FCC: 2525 NW 55th Court. But the
drill crew was working at 2417 NW 55th Court, a full 200 feet
away.

Fort Lauderdale gave the all-clear because it had no lines at

More Mistakes
FCC made another mistake when it claimed there would be
no directional boring, the lawsuit says.
Timothy Hicks, who launched FCC in April 2019, defended his
company during his deposition, laying the blame squarely on
Fort Lauderdale for not coming out to mark the pipe. In his
deposition, Hicks said city workers initially claimed the water
pipe didn’t even belong to Fort Lauderdale.
Hicks said his foreman rushed to the job site as soon as he
got a call from Rivera about the pipe spewing water.
“Oakland Park showed up, said for sure it’s not theirs,” Hicks
said in his deposition. “They left. And (the foreman) was
calling the city of Fort Lauderdale to come back because they
had already been there and had left, saying it wasn’t theirs
also. Then about an hour or so after that, the city of Fort
Lauderdale came back to the property and said, ‘Hold on,
wait a minute, maybe this is ours.’”
Then they set about trying to find the control valves to shut
off the water, Hicks said. FPL knew the location of the water
pipe but never warned contractors to look for it, the lawsuit
alleges. In the meantime, FPL has filed cross claims against
the subcontractors, arguing it was not responsible for mistakes they might have made.
“Our response is FPL was negligent because they never went
to the site,” Moskowitz said. “And because directional drilling is an inherently dangerous activity, FPL is liable for all of
their subcontractors.”
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Groups Challenge Permit for $2 Billion
Methanol Plant in Washington
LONGVIEW, Wash. (AP) — Conservation groups have asked
a federal judge to reject permits for a proposed $2 billion
methanol plant in southwest Washington state.
The Columbia Riverkeeper group and several other organizations are challenging the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’
2019 approval of the permits for the plant along the border
of Washington state and Oregon, The Longview Daily News
reported Aug. 25.
The groups argue that the Trump administration illegally
approved the permits based on an inadequate review of the
project by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
“To evaluate the greenhouse gas emissions impacts caused
by the Kalama Project, the Corps primarily relied on initial
and draft supplemental state environmental reviews, despite
the fact that a state adjudicatory board, state court, and the
Washington Department of Ecology found these reviews inadequate,” Columbia Riverkeeper wrote in documents filed
in court.

The group added: “By failing to produce a full (environmental impact statement), the Corps got it wrong.”
Corps of Engineers spokesman Tom Conning declined comment on the lawsuit’s accusations because there is ongoing
litigation.
“We remain fully committed to protecting and maintaining
our aquatic resources and to protecting the navigable capacity of our Nation’s waters through fair, flexible and balanced
permit decisions,” Conning said.
The court case dates to 2019, when the Corps of Engineers
first supported permits for the plant. That approval followed
an evaluation by the Corps’ regulatory office that included
an opportunity for public input.
In its evaluation, the Corps found that the project would
not have a significant impact on the environment. Columbia
Riverkeeper filed a lawsuit challenging that decision.
“The Corps considered less than half of the estimated greenhouse gas emissions caused by the project in its environmental review — the one million tons each year that will come
directly from the refining process in Washington State,”
Columbia Riverkeeper wrote.
Columbia Riverkeeper said that the Corps did not consider
emissions from increased natural gas production, the production of olefin, a synthetic fiber, and the use of methanol for
fuel.
The plant planned by Northwest Innovation Works would
convert natural gas to methanol, which would be shipped
to China to make plastic. Officials have said the plant would
create about 200 jobs and generate millions of dollars in
revenue.
An environmental analysis by the Port of Kalama and Cowlitz
County found that the plant would reduce millions of tons of
greenhouse gas emissions by offsetting coal-based methanol
production in China.
Environmentalist groups like Columbia Riverkeeper have said
those estimates are based on “unsubstantiated” theories.
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Member News

Motion Industries Announces
Acquisition of Motion Control/
Automation Company
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Motion Industries, Inc., a leading distributor of maintenance, repair, and operation replacement
parts and a wholly owned subsidiary of Genuine Parts Company, recently announced that it has completed the acquisition of Applied Machine and Motion Control, Inc. (AMMC), a
Kentucky-based supplier of motion control and automation
products and services. The transaction closed with an effective date of September 1, 2020.
Founded in 1995, AMMC is headquartered in Park Hills,
Ken., outside of Cincinnati. The majority of AMMC’s business
comprises the markets of Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. The company’s
engineering and application expertise propels its specialty
services including motion control, drives, HMI, PC and embedded control, automation control, mechanical, robotics,
motors, and mechatronics. AMMC’s customer base consists
primarily of OEMs, plus a number of end users.
“We are very excited to join the Motion team,” said David
Locke, AMMC President and Founding Partner/Owner. “The
cultural fit and our common goals make it an ideal match,
and we look forward to contributing to the Company’s
growth. Through Motion, we will have access to even more
products and capabilities to enhance our value proposition
and level of service to our customers.”
“As a premier supplier to the Ohio River Valley area and
beyond, AMMC and its talented people will be instrumental
in furthering our growth strategy geographically and in the
automation arena,” said Motion Industries President, Randy
Breaux. “In addition to broadening our offerings to customers, their go-to-market approach and line card are very simi-

Motion Industries has announced its completed acquisition of Applied
Machine and Motion Conrol, Inc. (AMMC).

lar to our other Mi Automation Solutions Group divisions, to
which AMMC will be a nice complement. We are pleased to
welcome them to the Motion family.”
Mi Automation Solutions Group offerings to customers
include control panels, conveyors, machine vision, motion
control, network connectivity, pneumatics, robotics, aluminum extrusion, sensing I/O, and other automation-related
solutions.

contact Chris Wright
for an immediate quote
(312) 909-4282 | chris@nationwidecoils.com
condenser – chilled water – DX evaporator - hot water – steam
(888) COIL-PRO | nationwidecoils.com
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CHIEF ENGINEER MEMBER INFO AND REMINDERS
•

Here are a few things to keep in mind about your membership and Chief Engineer events.

•

Members are invited to monthly meetings that take place once a month October – May

•

Events vary in location and activity from holidays and socials to education meetings

•

Meetings begin at 5:30PM

•

We understand many of you end your day before 5:00PM, however to allow for proper set up
and to provide a well-executed meeting, we ask that you honor the start time of the event
and arrive after 5:00PM.

•

Members are welcome to bring one guest, one time, who is considering membership into the
organization to the meetings

•

Membership dues are good for one year. If not renewed, your membership becomes Inactive
and you will need to renew before or upon entering events
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Taking an Incremental, Multi-Stage
Approach When Upgrading Aging DCS
As Distributed Control Systems (DCS) age, there can be increasing risks to the process manufacturer. An old or obsolete DCS system may no longer be supported by the original
supplier, spare parts may no longer be readily available, and
system performance issues may begin to appear. With some
DCS systems now decades old, system users often know they
need to upgrade but find the task daunting given the cost
and potential for disruption of operations while the new
system is brought online.
Even if process manufactures have installed newer equipment alongside legacy components, there can be considerable challenges maintaining disparate legacy systems,
associated spare parts and the different skill sets required to
support multiple control system platforms.

lers and applications. This approach is more affordable and
less disruptive, while still allowing gaps, points of pain and
cybersecurity risks to be addressed immediately.

A Multi-Stage Approach
The process typically begins with a consultation and “deep
dive” into the current system and application, said Wood.
“We begin the process diagnostically to identify the pain
points, gaps, operating challenges, and any other potential
risks in the current process and control system implementation. This supports a more targeted approach that focuses on
areas of improvement that can bring the greatest impact in
terms of operations and addressing risk exposure.”

This can lead to “islands of automation” that diminish the
effectiveness of a user to integrate, control and optimize
the entire process from beginning to end. It may be that the
system user has simply outgrown the existing control system
due to increased production demands and/or newly added
processes.

A multi-stage migration approach can often begin by integrating new DCS components with new and existing I/O devices. As I/O is one of the most significant investments in an
automation upgrade, I/O drops can be replaced in a phased
manner over time, allowing for spare parts capture from
decommissioned drops, phased implementation aligned with
plant outage limitations, and staggered financial investment.

“Most process manufacturers are looking to maximize their
automation investments and run them as long as they can
before upgrading or replacing,” explains Dwight Wood, Vice
President of Global Sales for Owings Mills, Maryland-based
NovaTech LLC Process Division whose D/3 DCS system solution was introduced 38 years ago as the first hybrid batch
and continuous control architecture. “A number of process
manufacturers have come to us with I/O, controllers and even
servers that are 30 to 40 years old.”

Another consideration is the need to integrate the DCS
system with the existing enterprise systems. “Customers
want more than an effective implementation of the Level 2
automation system,” says Wood. “They often want improved
data capture and the conversion of that data into useful
knowledge presented in desktop KPI dashboards that can
be utilized at the manufacturing execution level and/or the
enterprise ERP level.”

When process manufacturers ultimately decide to move forward on an upgrade, however, they often find that their DCS
supplier has implemented a new generation of technology
that lacks a cost and mission effective migration path to update the existing system often requiring a rewrite of applications programming or a complete “rip and replace.”

The User Interface

Fortunately, ripping and replacing a dead-ended DCS system
is not required.

A DCS system is a hub of a processor’s operations monitoring
key variables such as flow, applied temperatures, pressure,
level and material conveying/handling. The operator user
interface brings all the data that is collected from production
equipment and the controllers process and present it in a
highly “human factored” manner for an operator, generating trends, alarms, etc.

“Addressing the vulnerabilities that are present with a legacy
DCS does not always require a disruptive all-at-once approach,” says Wood. “For a plant of any scale running at or
near capacity, taking down processing lines for any amount
of time can be extremely expensive in terms of lost production and business impact.”

The NovaTech D/3 interface, for example, displays real-time
process information in a complete customer-oriented graphical human-machine interface (HMI). Custom graphics, built
using dynamic objects from an extensive library, make it easy
for the operator to control the process, enter information,
and interact with sequence programs.

Instead, many engineering, operations and procurement
teams are opting for a multi-stage implementation over a total system overhaul by phasing in newer DCS servers, control-

Standard Operating Procedures, maintenance records, and
other information are also available in desktop application
formats. The information can be viewed using common Web
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browsers to display data from multiple plant sites from anywhere in the world.

A Migration Path Into the Future
A DCS replacement is a significant investment that is designed as a long-term contribution to operations. Two key
considerations are the system’s migration path and the overall DCS lifecycle cost.
Whether the search for a control system replacement was
caused by system limitations or an existing system being
“dead ended” by the supplier, process manufacturers want to
avoid this situation in the future. When considering a project
or supplier, the new system should be scalable, flexible, and
able to upgrade to future releases on an ongoing basis to
leverage system updates and improvements.
The D/3 system, for example, was introduced in the early
1980s. As a testament to its longevity and flexibility, Wood
says the system can still be upgraded with applications
written to run on the current version. Hardware has to be
upgraded, of course, but a complete “rip and replace” is not
required. The company refers to it as an evergreen solution
based on its demonstrated commitment to protecting the
customer’s migration path.
The total lifecycle cost of ownership needs to be factored in
any DCS or control system migration or replacement project. The financial investment in replacing a control system
encompasses more than the initial outlay for new hardware,
software and engineering services.

Addressing gaps, potential risks and islands of automation on a staged basis
minimizes costly disruptions to operations and provides greater flexibility as
equipment and data needs evolve over time.

Process manufacturers need to also consider recurring
maintenance, service support and upgrade costs that they
will incur over what can easily be a 20-year or more lifespan.
NovaTech works with its customers upfront to define this cost
and provide a system life cycle plan to effectively manage
and support the overall investment.
“A DCS sits on top of an inherently dynamic processing environment made more so as new equipment is added, production lines are expanded, and as issues like obsolescence and
cybersecurity present new challenges over time,” explains
Wood.
“That is easier to navigate if there is a well-defined system
life cycle plan and migration path forward that includes a
carefully thought-out execution plan for success.”
For more information on DCS platforms, visit the NovaTech
website at www.novatechweb.com/process-control/
d3-distributedcontrolsystem/ or call (844) 668-2832.
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Elon Musk Wants YOU to Build a BrainComputer Interface
By Barbara Ortutay | AP Technology Writer

Elon Musk isn’t content with electric cars, shooting people into orbit, populating Mars and building underground
tunnels to solve traffic problems. He also wants to get inside
your brain.

which would involve complex human trials and FDA approval among many other things. The recent demonstration
featured three pigs. One, named Gertrude, had a Neuralink
implant.

His startup, Neuralink, wants to one day implant computer
chips inside the human brain. The goal is to develop implants
that can treat neural disorders — and that may one day be
powerful enough to put humanity on a more even footing
with possible future superintelligent computers.

Musk, a founder of both the electric car company Tesla
Motors and the private space-exploration firm SpaceX, has
become an outspoken doomsayer about the threat artificial
intelligence might one day pose to the human race. Continued growth in AI cognitive capabilities, he and like-minded
critics suggest, could lead to machines that can outthink and
outmaneuver humans with whom they might have little
in common. The proposed solution? Link computers to our
brains so we can keep up.

Not that it’s anywhere close to that yet.
In an Aug. 28 video demonstration explicitly aimed at
recruiting new employees, Musk showed off a prototype of
the device. About the size of a large coin, it’s designed to
be implanted in a person’s skull. Ultra-thin wires hanging
form the device would go directly into the brain. An earlier
version of the device would have been placed behind an ear
like a hearing aid.
But the startup is far from a having commercial product,

Musk urged coders, engineers and especially people with
experience having “shipped” (that is, actually created) a
product to apply. “You don’t need to have brain experience,”
he said, adding that this is something that can be learned on
the job.
Hooking a brain up directly to electronics is not new. Doc-

HUDSON BOILER & TANK CO.

BOILER & PRESSURE VESSEL REPAIRS -- REFRACTORY REPAIR
STACKS -- BREECHINGS -- DUCTS -- STEEL PLATE FABRICATORS & ERECTORS
TANKS -- SHOP BUILT AND/OR FIELD ERECTED
ASME OR NON-CODE, STATE & CITY LICENSED AND INSURED

3101 S. State St. ---- Lockport, IL 60441
(312)666-4780 -- FAX (312)666-5145 -- Website: www.hudsonboiler.com
Info@Hudsonboiler.com
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Elon Musk, founder, CEO, and chief engineer/designer of SpaceX, speaks during a news conference after a Falcon 9 SpaceX rocket test flight to demonstrate the capsule’s emergency escape system at the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla. Elon Musk is not content with just electric cars, populating Mars and building underground tunnels to solve traffic problems. He also wants to get inside your brain. His startup, Neuralink, wants to one day
implant computer chips inside people’s brain. (AP Photo/John Raoux, File)

tors implant electrodes in brains to deliver stimulation for
treating such conditions as Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy and
chronic pain. In experiments, implanted sensors have let
paralyzed people use brain signals to operate computers
and move robotic arms. In 2016, researchers reported that a
man regained some movement in his own hand with a brain
implant.
But Musk’s proposal goes beyond this. Neuralink wants to
build on those existing medical treatments as well as one day
work on surgeries that could improve cognitive functioning,
according to a Wall Street Journal article on the company’s
launch.
While there are endless, outlandish applications to
brain-computer interfaces — gaming, or as someone on Twitter asked Musk, summoning your Tesla — Neuralink wants to
first use the device with people who have severe spinal cord
injury to help them talk, type and move using their brain
waves.

“I am confident that, long-term, it would be possible to
restore someone’s full-body motion,” said Musk, who’s also
famously said that he wants to “die on Mars, just not on
impact.”
Neuralink is not the only company working on artificial intelligence for the brain. Entrepreneur Bryan Johnson, who sold
his previous payments startup Braintree to PayPal for $800
million, started Kernel, a company working on “advanced
neural interfaces” to treat disease and extend cognition, in
2016. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg is also interested in
the space. Facebook bought CTRL-labs, a startup developing
non-invasive neural interfaces, in 2019 and folded it into
Facebook’s Reality Labs, whose goal is to “fundamentally
transform the way we interact with devices.”
That might be an easier sell than the Neuralink device, which
would require recipients to agree to have the device implanted in their brain, possibly by a robot surgeon. Neuralink did
not respond to requests for comment.

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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Weil-McLain® Launches Rebate Finder
Tools
BURR RIDGE, Ill and MENLO PARK, Calif. — Growing awareness of the benefits of energy efficiency and increasing
performance standards for heating systems are important drivers in the boiler market. Focused on these trends,
Weil-McLain, a leader in hydronic heating systems, recently
launched EcoRebates, industry-leading rebate tools, on
its website. The tools automatically highlight rebate and
incentive savings available to homeowners and commercial
entities based on their location when they research and view
qualified energy-efficient boiler equipment.
EcoRebates tracks thousands of rebate programs offered by
utilities and energy service providers that offer cash back to
homeowners and commercial entities that purchase energy
efficient hydronic heating equipment. Using the rebate tools
on the Weil-McLain site, homeowners can easily find rebate
savings, up to $2,500 in some areas, with higher savings
available to commercial entities purchasing larger equipment.
“The rebate center is a powerful tool that is simple for

Intuitive
Controls
METROTECH III
Booster Pump Pressure
Control System with
Cloud SCADA
• Operates up to 4 pumps
• Color Touch Screen with
setpoints, trends, and builtin help screens
• Low suction switch/break tank air
gap/suction transducer options
• Redundant/remote pressure
transducer option

815-886-9200 • metropolitanind.com
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Weil-McLain’s omni-channel targeted rebates allow for savings on its
high-efficiency hydronic heating equipment.

homeowners and business owners to use and automatically displays location-based rebates and savings on energy
efficient products in real-time,” said Scott Butterfield, VP of
Marketing and Business Development at Weil-McLain. “We
are excited to offer this solution to our sales team and dealers to provide a valuable way to present savings to customers
throughout their high efficiency boiler purchase journey.
“Weil-McLain is the North American leading boiler manufacturer who remains strong in the high-efficiency boiler market,” added Brett Battles, Co-Founder and CEO at
EcoRebates. “We’re pleased to work with them to deliver
these valuable savings opportunities into the hands of their
customers.”
More information on rebates for Weil-McLain residential and
commercial boiler systems is available at
www.weil-mclain.com/rebate-center.

Watts Upgrades
SentryPlus Alert™
Flood Protection
System
Watts is pleased to announce upgrades to its SentryPlus
Alert™ flood protection system.
The upgraded system includes many new features to make
installation easier and more convenient:

•
•
•
•

Newly designed control unit with easy-to-use digital timer
and 20 percent smaller overall size that runs on 24vdc
Updated cellular gateway with enhanced features and
more robust cell connectivity
Separate 120vac relay box for interfacing with Flood Protection Shutdown ACV
Enhanced packaging for easy setup and installation

Watts PVS-7000 Flood Detection backflow preventer models
and Watts LFF113FP Flood Protection Shutdown ACVs are
now available with this new system.
For more details about the new SentryPlus Alert system, visit
Watts.com.

Enhancements to Watts’ SentryPlus Alert flood protection system include
ease of use, smaller size control unit and an updated cellular gateway for
better cellular connectivity.
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Techline

GPS Tracking of Construction Vehicle
Fleets Increasing Profitability
By Del Williams

A growing number of construction managers are turning to
GPS tracking of their fleet vehicles to ensure better construction management logistics and clear driver accountability.
This is resulting in a more optimal, profitable use of construction vehicles, equipment, and labor for each job, as well as
safer driving.
However, not all GPS tracking systems are designed to
withstand rough use at construction worksites. When Robert
Hanneman, Business Development/Fleet Manager at Chelsea,
Oklahoma based K&D Construction Services, researched the
market for a replacement, he turned to a rugged system
called Shadow Tracker Vision III from Advanced Tracking
Technologies (ATTI), a Houston, Texas-based designer and
manufacturer of GPS tracking products. The system is designed for construction use, and costs about half of what he
was paying previously.
“The more reliable the GPS tracking system — even in rougher terrain — the better it is for construction, and theirs has
been pretty darn reliable,” says Hanneman, who uses the
devices on about 45 vehicles including semi-trucks, 1-ton and
¾-ton trucks, as well as skid steers, mini excavators, etc.
As far as pricing, Hanneman notes that he pays under $20 a
month per vehicle for the GPS tracking.
He appreciates that he can use the one system to track all
of his construction fleet vehicles. “I did not want to look
at multiple systems to see different things, with one set of
trackers for the trucks and another for the skid steers and
mini excavators.”
According to Hanneman, via a PC or smartphone app approved by ATTI he can display the real-time location of his
entire fleet on a map, and zoom in on any specific vehicle. At
a glance, he can see if a vehicle is moving (displays green) or
stopped (displays red). If he touches a vehicle icon, the app
will display where the vehicle has been, where it stopped,
and how long it has idled.
Having the ability to monitor the fleet 24/7 is a tremendous
advantage. “By zooming in or out on the map, we can see
everything,” Hanneman says. “We can look where the different crews are and see what equipment they have with them
in case we need to reallocate equipment to other places,
depending on the job tasks. … It also helps if we need to
respond quickly to a need for emergency construction, such
as for repair after a storm.”
Compared with typical GPS tracking devices that may only
update every few minutes, the system provides real-time
location updates every 10 seconds, as well as location, speed
and idle time alerts if something is amiss. This data is transmitted via satellite and cellular networks to a smartphone or
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Real-time, 24/7 tracking enables optimal resource allocation across jobsites

PC on a 24/7 basis. The system has access to nationwide speed
limits in its database.
While K&D Construction Services has a great work crew,
according to Hanneman, the GPS tracking system has helped
his drivers to drive more safely and take greater responsibility for their own conduct without the need to micromanage.
“I set up the GPS tracking system so it emails basically everybody in the company anytime a truck is speeding,” says
Hanneman, who notes that he gives drivers enough time
to pass a vehicle on the highway. “I found that was actually
a lot more useful than me trying to reprimand them. Now,
they essentially police themselves.”
According to Hanneman, the better driving is helping to
improve K&D Construction Services’ bottom line, too.
“Our drivers are hardly ever pulled over by law enforcement
now because they do not speed, which is a red flag to be
stopped,” says Hanneman. “This has made a big difference
on our Compliance Safety Accountability scores, and we
expect better insurance rates going forward too.”
Visit https://www.advantrack.com/free-demo/ for a free
demo. For more information contact Advanced Tracking
Technologies, 6001 Savoy Drive, Suite 301, Houston, TX
77036; visit www.advantrack.com; call 800-279-0035; email
sales@advantrack.com.

Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California.

Aquicore Announces $14M in New
Funding as Demand in Smart Building
Technology Increases
WASHINGTON — Aquicore, a leading platform for digitizing
real estate operations and optimizing buildings, recently announced that it has secured $14 million in new funding in a
round led by Keyframe Capital with additional participation
by A/O Proptech and The Westly Group. This newest round
of funding adds to previous investments from Navitas Capital
and FifthWall and brings Aquicore’s total capital raised to
$33 million. Aquicore will use its newest funding round to
continue advancing its cloud-based platform and to expand
into the European market.
“The world can’t access the economic- or energy-related
opportunities of efficient buildings without broad proliferation of performance analytics,” Benjamin Birnbaum, partner
at Keyframe Capital who has joined the Aquicore Board of
Directors, said. “While systems and energy efficiency-related
NOI opportunities have been apparent for decades to real
estate owners and developers, without the data to base-

Aquicore has received an injection of funding that it plans to use to further
develop its cloud-based platform and for international expansion.

line performance, substantiate capital allocation, and drive
change to operating behaviors, progress on optimization has
consistently failed to live up expectations. Aquicore is leading the market in changing that. We look forward to what
this investment will mean for Aquicore’s ability to accelerate
the ways that it creates value for its customers.”
Because of its affordability, diversity of analytics features and
workflow orchestration capabilities, Aquicore maintains that
it is well positioned to expand its role as a key smart building
optimizer in the international market.
“In these times of uncertainty, empowering teams with
actionable and accurate data has become a top priority for
business leaders as they reconfigure their plans,” Logan Soya,
Aquicore founder and CEO, said. “Making building analytics
easily adoptable for the world unlocks the promises it has
held. We are beyond excited to reach this critical milestone
for our company with such incredible customers and industry
leaders.”

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc
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New Products

EVAPCO eco-Air™ Series, Ideal for
Water Conservation
EVAPCO’s newly-enhanced eco-Air™ Series of dry and adiabatic products provides broad flexibility for a wide range of
capacities, footprints, motor types and controls. During peak
load cooling, eco-Air spray coolers use 95 percent less water
than traditional evaporative systems.
From the smallest factory-assembled cooling tower to the
largest field erected air-cooled steam condensers, EVAPCO
offers heat transfer products designed to meet the water and
energy requirements for any project.
The eco-Air family of products provides a wide range of heat
transfer solutions with minimal or no water use with V-coil or
flat coil configurations. The series includes:

•
•
•

eco-Air Series dry coolers
eco-Air Series air cooled condensers
eco-Air Series adiabatic coolers and condensers

eco-Air Spray is the latest innovation. As ambient air temperature rises above the design dry bulb switchover temperature, the spray system activates, spraying water outwards
against the direction of dry entering air — reducing the
entering air temperature while increasing system efficiency.
EVAPCO’s eco-Air series of fluid coolers come standard with
304 stainless steel construction and aluminum fins, copper
adiabatic piping for all adiabatic coolers, new adiabatic spray
systems (a water savings alternative to adiabatic pads), and
coated adiabatic pads for longer life and easier handling. All
eco-Air coolers come factory wired and can be provided with
optional controls.
EVAPCO provides a full spectrum of global product solutions
for the commercial HVAC, industrial refrigeration, power
generation and industrial process markets.
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As compared with conventional evaporative systems, EVAPCO’s eco-Air
spray coolers can reduce water usage up to 95 percent.

Xuron® Cable Tie Cutter Leaves Smooth
Ends Without Spikes
A new, ergonomic cutter especially designed for cutting
cable ties and leaving smooth and flat ends without spikes to
prevent people from being scratched has been introduced by
Xuron Corp. of Saco, Maine.
The Xuron® Model 2275 Quick-Cutter features the patented
Micro-Shear® bypass cutting technology that cuts cable ties
square rather than pinching them and leaving spikes which
can cut or scratch people. Designed for rapidly cutting cable
ties, regardless of their application, this tool provides a full
cutting capacity along the entire length of their blades.
Ergonomically designed with the proper cutting leverage, the
Xuron Model 2275 Quick-Cutter has soft rubber hand grips
that are comfortable to hold in either hand, a Light-Touch™
return spring, and no awkward finger loops. Originally
developed for the cabling harness industry, it is ideally suited
for attaching signs and shades, securing tote boxes, and
many other uses.
The Xuron Model 2275 Quick-Cutter sells for $18.95 (sugg.
list). Literature is available upon request. Distributor and
dealer inquiries are invited.
For more information contact Abby Robey, Marketing, Xuron
Corporation, 62 Industrial Park Rd., Saco, ME 04072-1840, call
(207) 283-1401 or FAX (207) 283-0594.

Putting safety first, Xuron’s Model 2275 Quick-Cutter cuts cable ties square
instead of pinching them, which can leave rough edges that may cut or
scratch people.
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New Products

Pasternack Introduces New RF Hybrid
Couplers
IRVINE, Calif. — Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand and
a leading provider of RF, microwave and millimeter wave
products, has just expanded its line of RF hybrid couplers with
new models that meet the demands for higher frequency
components.
Pasternack’s hybrid coupler line expansion consists of 21
new models with a high-frequency operating range of up
to 40 GHz for wide band applications. These coaxial designs
feature SMA and 2.92mm connectors. They are ideal for RF
applications that require an even split of input and output
ports with 90-degree or 180-degree phase shifts while maintaining high isolation between the ports. These hybrid couplers deliver power handling capability of up to 100W (CW).
These new models provide very good isolation and insertion
loss performance with low return loss. The flat phase balance
performance spans across the frequency range.
“We are happy to be able to offer these high-performance
hybrid couplers to meet engineers’ immediate needs for
small quantities of components for testing and proof-ofconcept builds,” said Steven Pong, Product Line Manager at
Pasternack.
Pasternack’s new high-performance hybrid couplers are instock and available for immediate shipping with no minimum
order quantity (MOQ) required.
For inquiries, Pasternack can be contacted at
+1-949-261-1920.
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Pasternack’s new high-performance hybrid couplers offer with operating
frequency range up to 40 GHz.

Ceiling Unit May Help Clean Classroom
Air During Pandemic
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — A Purdue University-affiliated LED
lighting manufacturer has created new technology to help
schools combat the COVID-19 pandemic.
Energy Harness Corp., which has an office in the Purdue Research Park of Indianapolis, created a device that attaches to
ceiling grids and uses UVC light to clean and circulate air.
“We have demonstrated and studies have shown the effectiveness of UVC light in killing the COVID-2 family of
pathogens,” said Patricio M. Daneri, managing director of
Energy’s Midwest division. “Our Active Airflow unit provides
the added advantage of safe usage during the school day in
occupied classrooms. The unit has a fan system to draw in the
air, where it is cleaned and then cycled back into the room.”
Daneri said the team created the technology by applying its
expertise in LED lighting and their familiarity with school
clients. The device uses patented technology.

Energy Harness Corp., which has an office in the Purdue Research Park
of Indianapolis, has introduced a device that uses UVC light to clean and
circulate air.

“We wanted to help because we know schools can be great
at disinfecting surfaces and areas, but they may not have the
same options to clean the air,” Daneri said.
Energy is working to have the technology installed and ready
for the school year for Beech Grove City Schools and Franklin
Township Community School Corporation, both located in
central Indiana.
“We have had success working with the Energy Harness team
before and are excited about this new technology product to
help keep our community safe,” said Tom Gearhart, director
of operations for the Beech Grove City Schools.
Daneri said some schools may be able to use special federal
and state funding during the pandemic to help cover the
costs of the technology. More information is available by
emailing patricio@energyharness.com.
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New Products

CO2 Laser Lenses Promote Sharp
Engraving & Marking
A line of OEM quality CO2 lenses for precision engraving and
marking lasers that are shipped from stock in one day for
manufacturers and end-users have been introduced by Laser
Research Optics of Providence, Rhode Island.
Laser Research CO2 Precision Marking Lenses feature coatings
with less than 0.2 percent total absorption values to keep
them cooler and are capable of maintaining sharper cuts
with fewer passes. Ideally suited for most popular engraving
and marking lasers, these OEM quality optics are offered in
0.5” to 1.5” sizes with focal lengths from 1” to 25” in 0.5”
increments.
Available off-the-shelf, Laser Research CO2 Precision Marking
Lenses meet ISO-10110 specifications for optical elements and
are in stock for Camtech®, Emission®, Epilog®, Ferba®, GCC
laser Pro®, Gravograph®, Jamieson®, Kern®, Pinnacle®, LST
Lasers®, Synrad®, Trotec®, Universal® and Vytek® lasers.
Mirrors are also available in 0.75” to 3.0” sizes from 2 to 10
mm thick.
Laser Research CO2 Precision Marking Lenses and Mirrors
are priced from $140.00, depending upon size and quantity;
available from stock.
For more information, contact: Scott Rouillard, Sales Mgr.,
Laser Research Optics, A Division of Meller Optics, Inc.,
120 Corliss St., Providence, RI 02904, call (888) 239-5545, fax
(401) 331-4004 or email scott@laserresearch.net.
With less than 0.2 percent total absorption values, Laser Research CO2
Precision Marking Lenses stay cooler, allowing them to make sharper cuts
with fewer passes.

Hill Fire Protection is your
single-source provider for all
your fire protection needs.

CONSTRUCTION

SERVICE

Services

24/7

24/7 Emergency Service: 847.288.5100
11045 Gage Ave, Franklin Park, IL 60131
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Fire Sprinkler Installation
System Retrofits
Inspection & Service
Fire Pump Testing
Detection Systems
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Equipment
Hood Systems
hillgrp.com

Taco VT Series Vertical Turbine Pumps
Taco Comfort Solutions’® VT Series vertical turbine pumps
provide the ultimate in reliability and ease of installation.
With six-inch to 18-inch bowl diameters, the VT Series
provides quiet, dependable performance for cooling tower,
chilled water, water transfer, pressure boosting and water
supply applications.
The Taco VT Series vertical turbine pumps offer upgraded
materials of construction as standard features. All impellers
are investment cast stainless steel to provide longer life and
better abrasive and corrosive resistance. All bowls and discharge heads are ductile iron for higher hanging weight and
better tensile strength.
For more information, visit www.TacoComfort.com.

Taco Comfort Solutions’ VT Series vertical turbine pumps deliver quiet,
dependable performance for a variety of applications.
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Events

PHCCCONNECT2020
Sept. 30-Oct. 1
www.phccweb.org/connect

Survive and Thrive in Times of Crises: Where We Are Now
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020, 3:30-4:30pm

PHCCCONNECT2020 is going virtual! On Sept. 30-Oct. 1,
we’re coming to you with a valued-packed online program,
full of high-quality education and networking opportunities.
With the health and safety of our members and staff top of
mind during this current public health crisis, we are excited
to safely deliver this highly anticipated event to you in a new
innovative, easy-to-use format. Register now to “Expand
Your Vision for Success” with high-caliber keynote speakers,
timely and relevant educational sessions and new virtual
networking events, with the added benefit of experiencing it
all from the comfort of your own office or home. Highlights
Include:

Speaker: Kirk Alter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 20 education sessions
Inspirational and informative keynote speakers
Live Q&A with select speakers
A virtual Product & Technology Showcase
Reimagined networking opportunities
Access to education session content, so you won’t miss a
thing!
Affordable Experience — no travel & hotel costs, reduced
registration rates, so more of your team can attend.

Note: Member and non-member contractor registration
includes up to 4 additional staff registrations this year. Additional discounted registration fees are offered for contractors registering more than 5 staff members. If you are
registering one person, please use the “Register Individual”
button. If you wish to register more than one person with
your company, please use the “Register Group” button.

Featured Speakers & Presentations
Leading Through the Rain
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020, 1:15-2:15pm
Speaker:
Susan Frew, Business Coach, Profit First and Fix This Next
Commerce City, Colorado

Pick your crisis: COVID, employment, economic, societal
or political? The last several months have seen a march of
challenges to normal operations for everyone. In this session,
Kirk Alter will continue the PHCC Educational Foundation’s
popular Survive and Thrive series. We will examine the current environment for contractors and how they are being affected now. New guidelines from OSHA, exclusions from insurers, inconsistent safety measures from general contractors
and other subs on the jobsite, and owners who don’t want to
pay for any change to the original plan ... we’ll identify these
issues and more as the first step in charting our path through
the current challenges of running a successful business.
Learning Objectives:
• Get a snapshot of the current environment for contractors
in relation to COVID-19 and other factors.
• Understand how to prioritize your response so you are
focus ing on the issues that matter most.
• Learn what actions must be taken immediately to reduce

Custom
Boosters
CUSTOM BOOSTER PUMP
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
• For medium to high
pressure applications

Learn how Sunshine Plumbing, Heating & Air made the Inc.
5000 list the same year a bad hire and a cybercrime almost
cost them their company! This popular presenter is back to
give you step-by-step instructions on how to protect your
company and do a full business turnaround in under 12
months.

• Utilizes reliable multi-stage
vertical centrifugal pumps

Learning Objectives:
• Understand the different types of cybercrimes and how to
prevent them.
• Learn how to provide powerful leadership through adversity and overcoming disaster.
• Discover how to develop a step-by-step action plan and
checklist for a business turnaround.

• Requires no routine
maintenance
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• Cartridge type quick
change shaft seal
• NSF/ANSI 61 certified

• Energy-saving variable
speed controls

This system is NSF / ANSI 61
as Certified by IAPMO R&T

815-886-9200 • metropolitanind.com

company risk and protect profitability.
2020: What Sold, What Didn't, and How Did the Supply
Chain Manage Unprecedented Uncertainty?
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020, 4:45-5:45pm
Speakers:
Talbot Gee, CEO, Heating, Air-conditioning, & Refrigeration
Distributors International
Columbus, Ohio

Learning Objectives:
• Understand the recent impacts on HVACR.
• Learn how to mitigate delays in the order process and
delivery.
• Understand how wholesale distributors are working to
serve their contractor communities.
For more information or to register, visit
www.phccweb.org/connect

Mike Adelizzi, BS, CEO, American Supply Association
Itasca, Illinois
With COVID-19, social unrest, election year hysteria, economic fluctuations, and constant new challenges in foreign manufacturing, this has been an unprecedented year,
particularly for HVACR and plumbing channels. Join us as this
industry leader takes a closer look at major market segments
and dissects what happened (and what didn’t) ... and what
our market and supply chain will look like moving forward.
Discover how to work with wholesalers and distributors to
mitigate delays in order processing and delivery. Explore the
challenges wholesale distributors face as they try to better
serve the contractor community ... and leverage this opportunity to provide feedback on how the supply chain could work
even better!

JUST VISIT CHIEFENGINEER.ORG
AND CLICK ON THE IMAGES ON
THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE!
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Introduces Updated
Reopening Guide for Schools and
Universities
ATLANTA — The ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force has developed
guidance on the operation of HVAC systems to help mitigate
the airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 as schools reopen
for the fall academic year.
The 41-page presentation includes convenient checklists to
prepare educational buildings to resume occupancy such as
starting up HVAC systems as well as checks and verifications
to maintain during the academic school year. The guidance is
meant to provide practical information to school districts and
university campus environmental health managers, facility
managers, administrators, technicians and service providers.
“As schools prepare to reopen for the fall academic semester, it's important to keep children and school staff safe,”
said 2020-21 ASHRAE President Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E.
“ASHRAE’s school reopening guide will serve as a resource to
school leaders as they work in lockstep with health experts
to finalize plans to keep everyone safe.”
The guide includes the following topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determining Building Readiness
Equipment & System Specific Checks & Verifications
During the Academic Year
New/Modified Facility Design Recommendations
Filtration Upgrades
Operations of Occupied Facilities
Controlling Infection Outbreak in School Facilities
Higher Education Facilities Recommendations

Also included is guidance formulated to help designers
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retrofit and plan for the improvement of indoor air quality
and to slow the transmission of viruses via the HVAC systems
as well as new guidance on student health facilities, laboratories, athletic facilities, residence halls, and large assemblies,
lectures and theatres.
“School and university officials are challenged with making
very difficult decisions on how to best protect both students
and staff as education facilities reopen, said Corey Metzger,
ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force Schools Team lead. “This
guidance offers a solid framework on ventilation control,
filtration and maintenance that can be applied to different
climate zones, building types and HVAC systems.”
For the complete ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force school reopening guide and other COVID-19 resources, visit
ashrae.org/COVID-19.
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American Street Guide

Drive-In Movies Resurrected in Richland
Center Amid Pandemic
By Barry Adams | Wisconsin State Journal
RICHLAND CENTER, Wis. (AP) — The marquee has been
refreshed, a stage has been installed for special events, and
the concession stand has undergone a $40,000 remodel and
deep clean.
The parking configuration is also improved at the Starlite 14
Drive-In after the removal of the 4-foot-tall metal poles and
speakers. They’ve been inoperable for years, and customers
now use their FM radios to hear the sound from the movies
projected onto the 60-foot-wide and 38-foot-tall screen that
has been a Richland County staple since 1953.
For Brent Montry and Holly and Tony Johnson, the timing
had little to do with the fallout from the pandemic. Instead,
they made the decision in early March, prior to the shutdown, to buy the drive-in last month from longtime owners
Bill and Lisa Muth as a way to preserve one of the few outdoor theaters in the state.
“We didn’t go into it with expectations to turn it into a money-making career for us because we all have a way of making
a living beyond this,” Montry told the Wisconsin State Journal. “Our intent was to save it.”
But instead of a recently released blockbuster to celebrate
the outdoor theater’s grand reopening on a recent Friday,
the first feature was The Fast and the Furious, a Vin Diesel
action thriller that debuted in 2001. The second show of the
night was Furious 7. It came out in 2015.
The crowd on this night was fairly light with about 15 vehicles and 45 to 50 customers. Mosquitoes were tolerable, the
stars above and the fluttering lightning bugs prolific, and the
weather near perfect. The smell of deep-fried onion rings,
french fries and cheese curds wafted from the concession
stand.
Kayla Schug, 33, came from Viola with her husband and
three children. They set up camp in the bed of their Ford
F-150 that was parked backwards toward the rear of the lot.
Their nearest neighbor was yards away.
“We’re trying to quarantine the best that we possibly can
and this is pretty amazing for kids activity-wise,” said Schug,
a healthcare worker. “We’re pretty excited. You don’t really
see things like this anymore.”
COVID-19 may have shut down Hollywood, but outdoor
theaters around the country are providing a natural, socially
distanced entertainment option in the midst of a summer inundated with canceled fairs, festivals and concerts, shuttered
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indoor theaters and no first-run movies.
New releases weren’t expected for weeks, so Wisconsin’s nine
outdoor theaters filled their screens with throwbacks like Sixteen Candles, Uncle Buck, Grease and Shrek. At the Hi-Way
18 Outdoor Theatre just west of Jefferson, vehicles park in
every other space, masks are required in the bathroom and
social distancing is required at the concession stand. American Graffiti and Animal House were that weekend’s features,
while the Big Sky Twin in Wisconsin Dells was showing Aquaman, Jumanji: The Next Level, Bloodshot and Shazam!
At the Twilight Drive-In in Chilton, located about 35 miles
south of Green Bay, sales are up 75 percent over last year,
according to owner Mike Radue, who opened the theater in
a former Walmart parking lot in 2012. Instead of 200 vehicles per show, Radue is allowing only 100 at a time, and the
mini-golf course and video arcade are closed. The concession
stand remains open and includes homemade pizza that can
be ordered via text message. Recent movies included Jaws
and E.T., Inside Out and Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back.
‘A Big Comeback’
Radue has added live music before some movies and, like
many other outdoor theaters, has a contract with Encore Live
to show pre-recorded concerts like the Garth Books show on
June 27 and the just-announced concert for July 25 featuring Blake Shelton, Gwen Stefani and Trace Adkins. Radue
is hopeful that added exposure to outdoor movie theaters
could be a positive for the industry in the long run.
“I think the outdoors will make a big comeback,” Radue said.
“I think this is going to change the thought process for a lot
of people.”
Radue also has three indoor theaters but business has been
slow. He’s limiting his auditoriums to just a third of their
capacity but has yet to hit that threshold for any show.
In Monroe, the Goetz family opened the indoor theater
in 1931 with 1,000 seats but over the years converted the
space to three auditoriums. Those theaters, located on the
city square, remain closed and likely won’t reopen until new
movies are released, said Duke Goetz, whose grandfather
and great uncle founded the family business. The Sky-Vu
Drive-In opened in 1954 along Highway 69 just south of the
city and is helping to keep the overall business afloat, even
though sales are down by 40 percent over last year.
“We’re obviously taking a pretty big hit,” Goetz said. “I nev-

Starlite 14 drive-in theater in Richland Center, Wis., Friday, July 10, 2020. (Amber Arnold/Wisconsin State Journal via AP)

er anticipated something going this wrong. This was never
anticipated, but we’re OK. The drive-in is covering a lot of
the costs for things like taxes and insurance.”
The Sky-Vu can hold more than 300 vehicles, but concession
sales are down 20 percent. Trash cans have been removed to
limit exposure to his employees, and customers are asked to
take their trash home. They’ve come from throughout southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois and beyond.
“Drive-ins are a unique breed,” said Goetz, who mans the
ticket booth each night. “I have so many new people I’ve
never seen before and some have been back. I think the
drive-ins will continue to be strong.”
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ACROSS
1 Views
6 Federal
government (abr.)
9 Air Cushion
Vehicle (abbr.)
12 Caffeine pill brand
17 Stadium
18 Prescribed church
worships
21 Excuse
22 Green citrus fruits
23 Destroy
24 Heptad
25 Cooking
measurement
26 South by west
28 Legume
29 Expression of
surprise
31 Escudo
32 Has shoes on
34 Belief
37 National capital
39 President (abbr.)
40 Former USSR’s
secret police
42 Revolutions per
minute
44 Communication
Workers of
America (abr.)
45 Dynamite
47 Hiker’s nemesis
49 Obtained
51 Chow
54 Devour
55 American Football
Conference (abbr.)
58 Promissory note
59 The other half of
Jima
61 Arbiter
63 Halloween mo.
64 Undergarment
65 Elite
67 Staff
68 Constrictor snake
69 Molt
71 Release
73 Soap operas
75 Efficiently
76 Gray sea eagle
77 Tally
78 Stein
79 Tot
80 __ matter
81 Corny
83 Arrives
85 Afresh
87 Toilet
88 Hole
89 Hot chocolate
91 Track
93 Epoch
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Boiler Room Annex
Assuming the Position
Source: hutnyak.com

Young man Murphy applied for an engineering position at
an Irish firm based in Dublin. An American applied for the
same job and both applicants, having the same qualifications, were asked to take a test by the department manager.
Upon completion of the test, each of the men had missed
only one of the questions. The manager went to Murphy and
said, “Thank you for your interest, but we’ve decided to give
the American the job.”
Murphy asked, “And why would you be doing that? We both
got nine questions correct. This being Ireland and me being
Irish, I should get the job!”
The manager said, “We have made our decision not on the
correct answers, but rather on the question that you missed.”
“And just how would one incorrect answer be better than
the other?” Murphy demanded.
The manager replied, “Simple — the American answered
question no. 5, ‘I don’t know.’ You put down, ‘Neither do I.’”
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The Fishing Trip
Source: engineering-humour.com/engineering-jokes.html

The Camping Trip
Source: www.virtualengineer.com/engjokes.html

A lawyer and an engineer were fishing in the Caribbean. The
lawyer said, “I’m here because my house burned down, and
everything I owned was destroyed by the fire. The insurance
company paid for everything.”

An engineer, a lawyer and a CPA go on a camping trip one
summer. After a night of drinking around the campfire, the
CPA stands up and says, “Watch this!” as he takes out a pistol
and proceeds to throw his bottle of bourbon in the air and
shoot it.

“That’s quite a coincidence,” said the engineer. “I’m here because my house and all my belongings were destroyed by a
flood, and my insurance company also paid for everything.”
The lawyer looked somewhat confused. “How do you start a
flood?” he asked.

“That’s nothing,” says the lawyer, not to be outdone. Putting
on a blindfold, he throws his scotch bottle up in the air and
shoots it, glass flying everywhere.
So the engineer, taking all of this in, stands up and says,
“Better, but still not worth a damn.” He grabs the pistol,
shoots the CPA and the lawyer, and sits back down to finish
his beer.
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A. Messe & Sons				
47
ABM Engineering			59
Abron Industrial Supply			
14
Addison Electric Motors & Drives		
61
Admiral Heating & Ventilating, Inc.
57
Advanced Boiler Control Services		
8
Affiliated Customer Service		
28
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4
Affiliated Steam Equipment Co.		
58
Air Comfort Corporation			
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Air Filter Engineers			
Back Cover
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American Combustion Service Inc.		
50
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Anchor Mechanical			16
Apex Pumping Equipment, Inc.		
64
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Inside Back Cover
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Maddock Industries			17
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Metropolitan Industries			
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59
MVB Services, Inc.			
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Nalco Company				22
Nationwide Coils, Inc.			
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your Fuel’s Performance

Fuel testing is crucial to stand by
generator fuel and all facilities that
rely on emergency power.

1

RETRIEVE

2

TEST

3

RECOMMEND

Windy City Fuel Testing provides
testing and record keeping for
a range of facilities.

Technician will come to your
location to retrieve a sample
Samples will be interpreted
and results provided
Provide the proper
recommendation
for your fuel

Schedule Your Fuel Testing Call 877.833.9238

A Division of:

4701 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 4 • Crestwood, IL 60418
708-293-1720
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